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IMPORTANT

AS A MAGAZINE WE CANNOT CONDONE THE USI! OF ILLEGAL 2711I".
EQUIPMENT NOR IS THIS PUBLICATION INTENOI!D TO I!NCOURAGE
THE USE OF SUCH OR ANV OTHER ILLEOAL EQUIPIIIEHTCAPABLE OF

TRANSMITTING OR RECEIVING. WE DO HOT ACCEPT RESPONSIBILITY

FOR ANYTHING PUBLISHED WITHIN OUR PAGES NOR ANY DAMAQE

HOWEVER CAUSED. -IRRI!SPONSIBlE AREN'T WEI
°COPVRIQHTCB RADIO 1 Sl8t. ALL RIQHTS RESERVED. REPRODUCTION
IN WHOLE OR PART IS FORBIDDEN SAVE Wlnt THE! EXPRESS PI!R·
MISSION IN WAITING OF THE PUBLISHER$.
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CB
The Rumour
Game
Legalisation fact, fiction or fantasy!
As the first British magazine on CB we
must surely be able to claim that we have
heard them all, before this magazine
even existed in print, rumours of legalisation dates were flying along with frequency specifications and even licence
applications, and all this was over a year
ago!
Unfortunately for us we try to deal in
fact! no fiction, something that is extremely hard to do when trying to plot the
course our bureaucratic departments will
take. This for a monthly mag is obviously
made worse by our copy date, because
dear readers, this was written when January had not yet seen its last sunset! So
we won't ever claim to be the first to
bring you the news. No that is what radio,
television and newspapers are for. Nor
will we hedgingly print rumours, no matter
how strong. What is the point in having to
retract the fantastic statement "by the
time you read this CB will be legal" for
readers if that is the case rest assured
you will have already heard.

Dateline January 30th
Fact: The Government still emphatically rejects 27 M Hz AM
Fact: 930 MHz is the preferred government Open Channel frequency
Fact : 930 M Hz recently received
clearance from the Health Department
Fact: The National Radiological Protection Board have issued a statement
which dismisses the allegations of health
hazards at 900 MHz frequencies.
Fact: William Whitelaw said in a recent
letter in answer to requests for 27 M Hz
to be legalised "I have noted the extent
of support in favour of the use of the
27MHz band, however we did make it
clear in-the discussion document that
the 27 M Hz band is not appropriate for a
new facility in this country".
Fact: 27 MHz AM (Amplitude Modulation) stands little chance of gaining favour
with our bureaucracy.
Fact: In late December the answer to
the question of amnesty for 27 MHz
users was no.
Fact: The NCFL (National Committee
tor Legalisation of Citizens Band Radio,
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also referred to as NATlCOLlBAR or the
Steering Committee) are not fighting for
27 MHz. Instead their proposals for a
41-47 MHz (Band 1, black and white TV
frequency) have been put forward in the
strongest possible terms as the frequency
for CB/OC. These proposals were ratified
by the Parliamentary working party on
CB.
Fact: The proposals for a 41-47 CB/QC
have met with similar interference arguments from the RRD (Radio Regulatory
Department) as has any and all other
frequencies below 928 MHz
Fact: Low power general licences for
27 MHz modellers, metal detectors, garage door openers, etc. have not been
issued with a licence fee since December
the 21st 1980. Instead these low powered
items no longer require licencing but will
continue to operate on 27 MHz.
Fact: Aero modellers have been allocated in addition to 27 M Hz a frequency
of 35 M Hz in line with European countries
this is on a frequency range of 35.010
MHz to 35.200 MHz.
Fact: The Radio Regulatory's strangle
hold on frequency allocations and the
rigid licencing that has always existed in
Britain is now 100seninQ.
Fact: 930 MHz although preferred by
Government and even if legalised soon,
will take time to impliment. (Estimates
vary but some believe two years).
Fact: There are more users of illegal
27 MHz equipment than the government
is prepared to admit.
Fact: This number of 27 MHz users is
growing daily and is now so vast that a
decision on frequency allocations is rapidly becoming not the governments to take
Fact: France has announced proposals
to legalise 27 MHz FM, 22 channels operating on 2 watts.
Fact: France was seen as a strong ally
when proposing a 900 MHz frequency
for Britain
Fact: Citizens Band/Open Channel
does not require primary legislation to be
introduced. Therefore legal CB/QC could
come overnight!
Fact : At this moment in time the
government does not know what it is
going to do about 27 M Hz CB as we
know it! Let alone any publication magazine, journalist or any friend of a friend.

Speculation : Unless the British
government announce something soon
the Irish will beat our government to a
decision on legalisation.
Speculation: That the Government
will announce in February (now last month)
their proposals to allocate 930 MHz to
Open Channel public two way radio
Speculation: That at the same time
William White law will answer a question
in the House, announcing intentions to
continue to look at an additional lower
frequency
Conclusion: Our Government now
stands alone with all the odds stacked
against them, somewhere in the halls of
the RRD a boffin is considering how to
save face.

What to believe
Legal CB on 27 MHz FM is long overdue
we reported on this subject back in August
(issue 3) when even prior to the release
of the Governments Discussion Document the Netherlands had already instigated 'MARC' 27 MHz FM, 22 channels.
The simple answer as to who orwhat to
believe is no· one.
Whilst many claim to know more than
you it will normally be proved that in fact
they often know less. Perhaps the longing
for legal CB is the very reason for the
abundance of rumours. For many a CB'r
would dearly love to slap a firestick on
their roof and swan around all night
without having to turn into paranoiac
vanishing acts at the hint of a smokie.
It's known as wishful thinking.
No, I am not going to be a hypocrite
and leave myself an "I could be wrong
but" get out. 27 MHz is not here yet full
stop. No rumours no fiction, just fact.

EO

COVERAGE OF THE
ADJOURNMENT DEBATE
AT THE HOUSE OF
COMMONS WILL BE IN
OUR APRIL ISSUE
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The
Radio Society
of Great Britain
The RSGB have been asked to comment on CB.
The following is an extract from the Society's News
Bulletin transmission of July 1979:
"During the past few months, the subject of citizens
band radio has been given much attention by the
media and RSGB is incre' singly being asked for
its opinion on CB.
As expected, the media are linking amateur
radio and citizens band and regrettably much of
what has been reported is both derogatory to
amateur radio and inaccurate. The Observer published an article in which it said: 'Ham radio
enthusiasts resent the intrusion and popularity of
this brash new claimant for airspace'.
Comments in this vein suggest that amateur
radio is 'opposed' to the introduction of a shortrange personal communications facility.
The Society's official view of citizens band radio
was given in the May 1978 issue of Radio Communication. In principle the RSGB is neither for nor
against CB, although individual radio amateurs
may have wide ranging views either way. The
RSGB believe that if CB is introduced in the UK, it
should be at VHF or UHF. Also implied is lowpower 'type-approved' equipment using frequency
modulation.
The Society is In contact with Ihe appropriate
people on this matter and is anxious to continue
monitoring the media."
Below is a more detailed opinion, which has been
sent to the authorities in the form of a brief submission.

The matter of a citizens' band is under continual
consideration by the Society's Telecommunications
Liaison Committee, and the Council approves its
present views which are:
1 The R.S.G.B. exists to safeguard the interest of
its members and of the amateur service in the
UK. The amateur service is a defined service in
the Radio Regulations (Geneva 1976) and is
accorded worldwide status in the same way as
the professional services. A citizens' band facility
exists only where a national administration is
prepared to set aside spectrum space for this use.
2

While the RSGB may have no direct interest in a
citizens' band facility by its present articles of
association, it must, in the interests of its members,
take heed of developments likely to affect the
amateur service.
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The major consideration affecting the introduction of any new facility is the ability of the
administration to exercise complete and effective
control. Anything iess is not acceptable.

4

The RSGB is not opposed to the introduction of a
short·range personal communications facility
provided that its location in the spectrum and the
equipment used are suitable. The 27MHz band
as used in the USA and some European countries
is probably one of the most unsuitable frequency
bands that could be envisaged. There are three
main reasons:

Current Comment
Citizens' band
The RSGB is aware of the numerous items that
continue to appear on this subject in various publications
both as correspondence and as feature articles. It is
apparent that much of the material has been generated
by those who will profit financially from the introduction
of the facifity rather than by potential users.
The Sociefy is often asked to state its policy on a
citizens' band. It is somewhat difficult to offer an
informed opinion on a matter concerning which nothing
definite is known. Understandably, no guidelines are
avaifable from the administration regarding the various
possibifities, and it is in this context that the following
statement is made.
This statement was first published in Radio Communication in November 19 76, and since that time nothing
has been published in this journal to warrant any
changes to it.
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(a) its proximity to the amateur 28MHz band and
the consequent availability of high-power
equipment together with the ease of illegal
operation in this band;
(b) the existence of long-distance propagation
during part of the sunspot cycle, and
(c) the interference to television receivers, particularly those operating in Band 1.
Having regard to equipment now available it would
appear that a VHF or UHF/FM service with power
limitation, crystal control and type-approved
apparatus could be suitable.
5

Location of a citizens' band within an existing
amateur service allocation is not acceptable to
the RSGB. Further, if this facility is eventually
allowed it ought to be located in a part of the
spectrum remote from any amateur allocation to
prevent illegal operation in an amateur band
such as is now experienced in the USA.

3
(

THE DIFFERENCE
The Government issued a Green Paper, in August on
a potential Citizens Band called "Open Channel".
There has been confusion between so-called "CB
Radio" and the "Amateur Radio Service" which has
been in existence virtually since the birth of Radio
itself. It is sometimes suggested that the two are in
conflict. Howeverthere is, in principle, no more conflict
between Amateur Radio and CB than between Amateur
Radio and the Public Telephone service.
The following points out some of the differences:

CB

Amateur Radio

A personal Radio Telephone
facility

A serious technical hobby with
a large element of self-training

Intended to be short range

World-wide propagation under
the appropriate conditions

No technical expertise required

Amateurs are required to pass
the City and Guilds Radio

Amateurs Examination before

Operation restricted to one

the Home Office will issue a
Transmitting Licence
Individual call-signs recognisable worl.dwide
Relatively High-Power transmitters, up to 400 Watt peak
output
Operation on 15 wavebands

waveband

(23 after 1982) throughout the

Only speech transmissions

radio spectrum
Amateurs are permitted to

Operator unidentified
Low-Power

Transmitters,

typically 0.1-3 Watt output

4

Direct station to station trans·
missions

Uses commercially-built equipment

No technical development
originated by users

Transmissions can be both
direct and also via repeaters
and amateur communication
satellites; experimentally, via
unusual propagation modes
such as reflection from the
aurora, meteor trails and the
moon
Much amateur equipment is
home·constructed - essential
when commerical equipment
is notof high enough standard
or is unavailable.
Amateurs continue to makea
significant contribution to the
art of Radio Communication
via, for example, research into
propagation development of
transmitters and receivers,
special communication tech·
niques, and the bUilding of
relatively low-cost but eHec·
tive communication satellites

APRIL ISSUE OF

CB RADIO MAGAZINE
WILL BE AT YOUR

transmit speech, morse, slowscan and fast-scan television,

NEWSAGENT ON

radio teletype, facsimile and
data

MARCH 26th
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MID CORNWALL

CB

BOB MASSEY
CAP
AND
EMBLEMS

PRODUCERS OF TOP QUALITY EMBROIDERED EMBLEMS

CENTRE

10.000 PEOPLE CANT BE WBONG. THAT'S HOW MANY BRITISH CBers HAVE
BEEN SOLD TO DATE, SO HERE ARE lWO MORE TO ADD TO YOUR
COLLECTION

BRITISH CB EMBLEMS

MOBILE RADIO SERVICES
All Accessories Available

NEW

NEW

Antennas, S.w.A. Meters, Slide Mounts,
Extension Speakers, etc. etc.

TRENANCE ROAD
ST. AUsTELL
PHONE: ST. AUSTELL
(0726) 5429

85p
65p
75p
65p
EXCLVSIVE TO BOB MASSEV CAP & EMBLEMS
AND NOW HERE'S WHAT YOU ALL HAVE BEEN WAITING FOR. YOUR OWN
COUNTY CB EMBLEMS MADE OF TOP QUALITY WASHABLE MATERIAl
WITH HEAVY·WEIGHT EMBROIDERY

PRICE 80p ladudlRg VAT &< Po.t & Package
COVNTY EMBLEMS NOT SHOWN: Avon Counly CBer. South Wales CBer.
Devon CBer, GIoUCeSlel$hire CBer. Derbyshire CBer
Stockl.t.II of County Emblem.:
.;:---'--'-'-----------,
Brellkerwal CB Cenlre, Newport
SPECIAL OFFER mOM
(Soulh Wa es CBer)
BOB MA5SEV CAP AND
Bristol CB Cenlre (A\IOn County CBer)
EMBLEMS
Brellkers Yard CB Shop Chcltenham
Free C.B. Lingo Bible
(OloucestCl$hire CBer)
when purcha.lng one of the
High FIeld Electronics (Comw/lll CBer)
Brltl.h CB Emblem. and County
MOllls Tl'\lck Shop Bkklllglon (Devon
Emblem.
CBerl
We will be producing more County patches in 'he new vcor plus two m()(e British CB
Emblems
CB BVCKLES
Price

£2.50

Induding P&P &< VAT

DONT FORGET THE KIDS
du.t like Mum &< D_d
Se_led down buckle..
Adult Price £ 8 . 4 5

Kid. Price £5.45 Including pap & VAT
Belts made toorder .....ilh 'Handle' emOOsseOon back. TOpqUlllily English leather
send .....",isl si~e

Britains newest C.B. Shop at:- 69, Oul Northgale, Bury St.
Edmunds. Phone 4054 and Denver Autos (Skid Parish) Troslon,
Nr. Bury SI. Edumnds Edmunds. Phone 03596506.

Phone Bury SI. Edmunds (035 96) 506
Main Agent for Mura Electronics Accessories.
Largest selection of C.B. accessories in East Anglia, over 30
different types of Antenna's base, mobile, K40, fireslick, mag
mounts, disguise, electric, lrucker'lwins, gutter-mounts, etc.
Power mikes, speech processors, 13.8/mains power supply,
S.W.R./power meters, antenna rotators, P.A. horns, Tweely
birds, space birds, plugs, coax, books. magazines. hats, badges.
stickers, spliller boxes, linear amps, 2 SW-' OOOW. T.V.I. fillers,
extension speakers, C.B. records. slide mounts, suppressors,
monitors.
Transistors and spares, in fact almost everything for you CBer's.

Do [I In A Truck CB
We Monitor Channel 19
We Monitor Channel 14
Profes:sioollI BeaverHunler
Bear Takm' Picture:5
Smokey Wilh Ears
8&
Break Damil Break
Forget This 10-36
Buy A Watch
Price

JUSI

AMERICAN CB EMBLEMS
Break You $weel Thing
Bet Your $weel Ass I Am
Break thaI's No Rubber
A caer
Duck
My Daddies A Trudler
GoI The Hammer Down
Wan To w",n Tree Top
Modulale With Me
Tall
K«p On Modulaling
I().IO Listening In
Mercy Sake:5
Super CB Oper<llor
Put The Hammer Down
thaI's A Big 104
We Gone Bye·Bye
3s & &
CBer

fiOp

e.ch or .ny 3 for £ 1 . 5 0
1:r":-rt("(:l'{:(

BOOKS
CB Lingo Bibles 60p, Big Dummies Guide £2.95. CB Radio Accessories £1.90,
Questions & Answers About CB £1.90. Easy Guide To CB £1.90. CB Radio
Construction Products £1.90. 99 Ways To Improve Your CB £1.90, From CB To
Ham Beginners £1.90. CB FOI'" Truckers £1.90.
Anv two of the CB Boob valued al £1.90 each lor£3.50 PLVSfree
Brllt.h CBer Sticker (2' .. 2'')
(Allow 14 days for Delivery)
BREAKER CLUB EMBLEMS CVSTOM MADE TO YOUR DESIGNS - WE
GVARANTEE SAnSFACTION
TRADE ENQVIRIES ALWAVS WELCOME

Free Technical Advice
Fast filling and repair service
Anyone interested in joining
a C.B. club 'phone for Skid.
Barclay Card, Access Card, American Express welcome, Mail
Order, C.O,D.
Why not eyeball us from Bam . B.30pm 7 days a week.
10·10 Good Buddies.

BOB MASSEY CAP
AND EMBLEMS
SEA WALLS. PILNING. Nr. BRISTOL
Tel: 0015 45 2601
HORSE TRADER
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Club Spot
South Somerset
Breakers
Just a line or two to tell you good
bUddies that we have just started the
S.S.B. (South Somerset Breakers) at
YeovH (Chopper Town) Somerset.
Our Club is interested only in getting
the Government to allocate us a usable
CB Band, and we are not interested in
928 v 27 MHz arguments. So we shall do
all in our power (small though we are as
yet) to help convince the powers that we
are serious.
So when any of you good buddies are
down this neck of the woods, give us a
shout, we'll hear you.
All the high numbers 10-10.
Titanic & Tokyo Rose
Chairman and seat cover

The Grantham Breakers
Association
The name of our association is the
Grantham Breakers Association. This consists of three clubs at present, The Original
Fifty Grantham Breakers, The Cruiser
Club C.B., and the November Mike Club
for Sidebanders. I am the secretary of
the association and anyone wishing
contact with the other three clubs should
write to me at this address: 8 Parklands
Drive, Harlaxton, Grantham, Lincoln.
The Listener
Grantham Breakers Association

Aylesbury Breakers
Club
ThiS club is growing rapidly, and the
meets get better every week. The committee consists of Maverick, Catweazle, Rag
0011 and Digger, all of whom have done a
good job in organising the club. The club
meet once a week at the Buckinghamshire Yeoman, Aylesbury, on a Wednesday at 8.30 p.m.
All Breakers are welcome at the meeting and also anyone who is interested.
Breaker Break.
The Ghost

Hart of England C.B.
We are the Hart of England C.B. Club
and are situated in the Nuneaton, Bedworth and Hinkley area which is Warwickshire and Leicestershire, even though
we have members from all overthe country
10-10 till we do it again.
Secretary
Hart of England CB Club

Independent Top Valley
Breakers Club
Our club is limited to a membership of

6

50, although visitors are welcome if they
are CB members of other clubs. Our
meet is on a Tuesday at 8 p.m. at this
address: Bestwood Lodge Hotel, Best·
wood Lodge Drive, Arnold, Nottingham.
(Code name of hotel: The FaultyTowers).
We have adopted a childrens home,
The Three Roofs. We will be inviting them
to join us on our treasure hunts, hare and
hound runs etc.
I intend to organise all local club secretaries to discuss each clubs activities,
swop ideas, plan ahead and put forward
members ideas, suggestions, etc.
10-10 till we do it again, we down we
gone.
The Coachman

British Sideband
Network
The British Sideband Network was
established to give a rallying point for all
serious British SSB OX stations.
We are not a social club, but if your
readers are committed to thoughtful consideration and responsible operation of
SSB, we want to hear from them. Everytime a sidebander keys his mike he can
be heard to be a representative of his
country. We want to help set a standard
of operation others and ourselves can be
proud of. If your readers will write and
send us a S.AE. we will send them an
application form and answer, and clear
up any queries they might have.
B.S. Net., President
Albie C. Vickers
Unit 162
15 Carman Walk
Broadfields, Crawley, West Sussex

K 19 Club
Just a note to inform breakers in the
U.K. of the formation of the K.19 Club in
Kilmarnock and surrounding district.
We are at present raising funds for
charity and petitioning the Home Secretary for legalisation on 27 MHz.
We would like to extend, through your
magazine, a cordial welcome to any visiting breakers to our meetings which are
held fortnightly on a Tuesday. Just break
on 19 and ask for information.
In closing I would like to wish all breakers
the golden numbers and go 10-10 till we
do it again.
Pub Crawler
Vice Chairman

Guildford City Breakers
We have a Breakers Club going quite
successfully.
We meet at the Rowbarge pub just off
the A3 near river, every Friday night. We
have a raffle once a month of our choice.
Golden Numbers.

10-10 See you at the Rowbarge.
The Duke

The Amber Valley
Breakers Club
We are the Amber Valley Breakers
Club. When we'first got the club underway,
we held meets at various local barley
pops on a Sunday dinner time barley pop
session, but soon found interest growing
rapdily that moved us onto further things.
Now we have a meet every Tuesday at
the Cowboy Club where all breakers
from other clubs are invited to come and
eyeball us. At these meetings we have a
disco and a raffle, also trying to give
information on local meets, plus Buzby,
Smokey and bust reports in the area.
Although the local is kept clean and we
have not had any hassle from the local
authorities, at this present moment we
have had one or two rigs being lifted.
These are not only going from outside
barley pops, but even from home 20
drive ways. On this we have been working
with the local smokeys and have managed
to capture one of the culprits.
Must shoot you the numbers for now,
so you've got CAVALIER and SWEET
SUE down on the side and satisfied.
10-10 till we break again.
Cavalier, Chairman
Sweet Sue, Secretary

D.A.B.'S
Dunstable Association of Breakers is a
friendly club which meets every Tuesday
evening at the Ounstable football club.
The club was formed about 10 weeks
ago, and so far have in excess of 350
members, some whom come from different
20's to join in with our happy meets.
We have raffles etc., and hold a Disco
every other week. We have just had a
very successful treasure hunt and are
hoping to arrange some more goodies
for the year ahead.
The club welcomes all Breakers so if
you are in or about the Ounstable 20,
drop in or give us a shout on 16.
Take care 73's, 88's.
Loving Spoonful
Ounstable Association of Breakers

Breakers Town
Just a quick letter to you, totell you of a
new club in Carshalton. Theclub is called
Breakers Town C.B. club.
Our numbers are growing all the time.
Any clubs, who wish to come down, are
all welcome. There is plenty of seating
room.
The club is in Stanley Road every Tuesday at 7.30 to 11 o'clock.
10-10 till we do it again.
Secretary Plaxton
Breakers Town C.B. Club
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"TEACH YOURSELF C.B."
(A BRITISH GUIDE TO C.B. LANGUAGE)

GOT YOUR EARS ON?
DO YOU COPY?

DIRECT BY MAIL FROM
Don"! be a RUBBER-BANDER~ DISCO\er the dlffero,>nct' bec\\een a BEAVF.R and 'SMOKE\"

BEAR or a GRAi\i\V and a "FROl\T DOOR'

Learn the colourful. crazy language of C.B. now
1A"llh thiS educational and €n1ertaming cassene Iape
hO\\ IQ deal IAllh an emergenq.
Learn also the more seriOUS aspecl of C B RadiO rOT example

BRIDAIR AUDIO PROMOTIONS
BASEMENT STUDIOS
158 NEW BRIDGE STREET
NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE
NEI2TE.
Telephone: (0632) 22331

slfua!ion

In facl
even;thing ~rou need la knO\~. from 'CHooSING A HAKDLE" and 'BREAKING A
CHANNEL" to "GOING DOWN AND ON THE SIDE'

Be an •ACE' in time for legalisation
THEN
join a convoy with confidence!

ALSO INCLUDED IS A REFERENCE UST
OFTRADITJONAl TEN CODE, PHONETIC

ALPHABET AND GLOSSARY OF THE
MORE POPULAR PHRASES.

Unique ground plane
in your loft only £8-95 plus PP£2·50
This unique ground plane takes most
DV27and Firestickaerials. SWR below 1·3.
We can also supply
(40 CHANNELS) DV27S (including ground plane) £14·95
<l20 CHANNELS) DV27W (including ground plane) £22·90

PP£2·50 per order
Most C.B.accessories in stock
Trade enquiries welcome
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Exploded view
ofquick.eas~

assembly

...
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Club Spot
T.V. Club

Bristol Breakers

N.W.C.B.C.

The club was founded in early 1980,
and is the only serious OX Club in the
Midlands.
We meet every Sunday morning at
10.30 a.m., we have no Disco's and only
serious aX'ers are members. We have
discussions, and visitors from amateur
Radio Clubs, we organise competitions
among ourselves, the furthest copy, the

We meet at Bartonvale Social Clu!.J,
Barton Road, Old Market, Bristol. Barton
Road is just off Midland Road. Our meetings are held every Friday evening from
8 o'clock onwards and any visitors toour
club are very welcome.
We want as a club to bring CB right out
into the open. We had forty peo,ple sign
up as members on our very first eyeball.
Any breakers are welcome. We. will be
running dances, disco's, treasure hunts
and a lot more of different activities. We
will also be doing a little fund raising for a
local charity and we hope to put our
image straight over to the public as not
being all bad, and to impress them with
the usefulness of CB in their everyday
lives.
We feel if we could achieve this and
win public support for CB, we would be
able to show a really good cause for the
speedy legalisation of CB.
We also aim to support other clubs
demo's and visit their clubs and invite
them to our to improve contact all over
the country. Any club wanting to join this
shceme should contact Avenger at: T.M.
Fry, (Avenger), 9, Brendon Road, Bedminster, Bristol BS3 4PJ. We also have a
local goodies shop with 10% off for all
club members.
ThaI's a 900d 10-4.
Avenger.
(P.R.D.B.B.)

As secretary and general Dogsbody
for the North West Citizens Band Club
(or NW.C.B.C. aswe like to be known as)
IIhou9ht I'd put pen 10 paper and lel all
the Good Buddies in tbe U.K. know of our
existence.
We've been formed for 6 months and
hav nearly 150 members. We meet once
a month and move ou(venue each time.
The area we cover is from North Liverpool
to South Preston and Southport to
Skelmerdale, but please note, even if
you're from John O'Groats or Land's End
you're always welcome.
We recently staged a Demo in Southport which had good support from all
over the North West.
If any Good Buddies wish to join our
Merry Band (Pun Ha Ha) please contact
me at this address: 104, Duke Street,
Soulhport, Merseyside PR8 5DE.
73's and 88's.
Vivien Blackburn (Secretarv)

most unusual cOPY. etc. We have members

that regularly speak to such far·flung
places as Australia and Brazil (on 12
watts, would you believe?).
Any persons wishing to join must be
serious CB enthusiasts, either experienced
in DX'ing or with a willingness to learn.
The membership is £5.00 per year, which
includes a Tango Victor number, a 6adge.
Club Roster, Wall Certificate, etc.
Please write in the first instance, to:
T.V. Club, P.D. Box 17, Long Ealon, Nottingham, NG 10208, enclosing your per·
sonal name, your AM Handle, and a
daytime or evening telephone number.
The secretary will contact you. giving
you the location of the next meet.
If you want a Disco type club with fancy
dress etc., then this is not the C:ub for
you.
Tango Victor 53 (Secretary)

Farnborough Area
Breakers
Perhaps you would be interested to
hear about our C.B. club? We call ourselves the Farnborough Area Breakers,
we have our meetings in a local pub.
We meet each Tuesday with a disco on
the last Tuesday of each month. We
usually have a raffle every week and a
monthly 'rig raffle'.
The F.A.8.'s own attitude to the question
of legislation forC.B. is one of "we've got
it, it's fun, who cares!" We are a social
club, not a political movement. However
80% of our members favour a 27 MHz
system for this country, and certainly not
928 MHz which has been widely condemned. Our membership at our first
meet in 1981 was around 550, not bad
for three months.
FAB.

Mid Kent CB Club
The club has been running for nearly a
year now and has almost 600 members.
We meet on Sunday evenings at the
"Queens Head Hotel", High Street, Maidstone, Kent, starting at 7.30 p.m. All
guests are welcome or you can become
a member at the door.
The club arranges a lot of social activi·
ties, including parties, etc. and supports
its members in court with a solicitor.
Any enquiries regarding the club should
be senl to:- M.K. CB C, clo Ten Four
Telecomm Ltd., 22, The Broadway, Maid·
stone, Kent. Tel: Maidstone 681719.
R.J. Luck, Direclor
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Bats Breakers
Just a note to let you know that the
BATS have landed!
BATS I hear you sayl Well aclually,
we're the Breakers and Takers Social
and we meet every Sunday evening at
the Red Lion Pub in lsleworth. (I always
knew that Sunday was invented for a
reason).
We have stickers and 'T' Shirts available
we also arrange social evenings for not
only the breakers but also their seat·
covers. Convoys are arranged to other
clubs and we would be more than pleased
for other clubs to pay us a visit. We do our
best for charity, as only CB'ers can.
All Breakers are welcome to join us so
why not come along, but please come
clean.
10-10 till we do it again..
SUPER RAT
(Bats Brea1<ers, Isleworth)

Road Runner.
We break on 14 and we are known for
our hospitality. We have at this moment
of time 58 club members and this is
growing day by day. Any breaker from
outside will find a welcome here in Exeter.
We look forward to eyeballs galore.
That's all for now, just a mention to all
good buddies so you know we exist.
Hope the lights stay green and the
white lines clec::.n.
Playgirl,
Road Runner, Exeter.

M.C.B.R.C.
We are the original club here in the
Midlands and are called appropriately
"The Midland Citizens Band Radio Club".
At the moment we have a membership in
excess of 800, although this does not
give a true picture of our support as we
do not make wives and girlfriends join
unless they would like membership In
their own right. Alsowe do not charge the
afore mentioned ladies at our meetings,
members pay 30 pence and visitors 50
pence. The fee for yearly membership is
£2.00. We meet every first Monday in the
month at the "Wood haze" public house,
Blackhalve Lane, Wednesfield, near
Wolverhampton. Doors are open at 7.30
and the room is quickly filled up, so an
early arrival although not a must, is desirable jf you want a seat.
Madeleine N. Parkes
Membership Secretary

The Dumfries Breakers
Club
The Dumfries Breakers Club has been
going for about 4 months. We started off
with 11 members and at the last count the
membership has grown to 60 plus.
We meet at Gardons Bar on the first
Wednesday of the month from 7.30 p.m.
onwards. With a meeting each Wednesday
at a different location each time.
We arestill trying togel properly organised,
but hopefully one of these days we will
make it.
We invited a member of the local press
along to our first big meeting and got a very
good coverage in the local paper. We have a
solicitor finding out about the local in's and
outs of the legal side of CB as for some
weird reason the law regarding CB is different
in Scotland.
If anyone wants to come to our meetings
give us a shout on 25 and come on over, you
are very welcome.
All the high numbers, 10·10 till we do it
again.
IRON LAOY (Secrelary O.B.C.)
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MIDLAND OPEN CHANNEL
TELECOM LTD.
133 FLAXLEY RD, STECHFORD, BIRMINGHAM B33 9HQ
TEL: 021 784 3129 or 021 742 5617
T.V. IS
T. V. IS
T. V. IS

BIRMINGHAMS FOREMOST
IN C.B. RADIO EQUIPMENT

SPECIALISTS IN C.B. RADIO ACCESSORIES, VIDEO RECORDERS
CORDLESS TELEPHONES
SOMMERKAMP AMATEUR & MARINE RADIOS
ALL ACCESSORIES STOCKED
C.T.E. MAIN STOCKIST.
WE CARRY LARGE STOCKS OF

a1"e\t\'t' antennas ij BASE & MOBILE

SUPERB EQUIPMENT BOTH PERFORMANCE & STRENGTH.
SPECIAL PRICE ON THE NEW SIGMA IV 6.14dBi GAIN OMNI-DIRECTIONAL
BASE STATION ANTENNA OF £39.80 RETAIL INC. V.A.T. (ONLY 300 UNITS).
AV- 174 1

HERE IT IS THE BASE STATION
ANTENNA EVERYONE IS
TALKING ABOUT.

THE MOBILE UL TlMATE!

SIGMA IV AV·174~ - Unmatched perform:3.nce and
unequalled strength! Unique co-inductive design on
this new 3{4 wave omni·directional antenna enables you
to transmit and receive further than ever thought
possible. Produces higher (6 dBi) gain over an Isotropic
source than any other non·directional CB antenna.
Tunable to 1.1: 1 S.W.A. at resonance and 1.5; 1 or less
beyond band edges. Weight - 12 Ibs. R.F. Salety
Faclor: 2000 w. Height - 27'. DIameter - 30",
AY·261

SPECIAL PRICE ON MOONRAKER 4
BASE STATION ANTENNA.

£115 INC. VAT EACH
(ONLY 100 UNITS).
SPECIALS ARE ONLY FOR CB'ers.

AV·261M

AV-261 MOBILE MOONRAKER - - Want base station
performance from your mobile? Mob.le Moonraker is guaranteed to outperform any other mobile CB antenna oryour
money back. Weatherproof Avanli coil with heavy copper
windings and a 6' 17-7 pH Stainless Steel whip for a 1000
W RF safety factor.
AV~261 M MOBILE MOONRAKER· - with giant moon
magnet. Guaranteed Moonraker performance plus giant
multi-pole magnet actually improves coupling forlhe lowest
S.W.A.

LYNDON RADIO & T.V.
SUPPLIES
~~4~NER
244 LYNDON ROAD, SOLIHULL,
WEST MIDLANDS.
TEL: 021 742 5617
OPEN:

9 a.m. - 9 p.m. Weekdays & Sat.
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National
Ten Four
Day
THE 1981 CB SHOW

At The Heathrow Hotel, Heathrow Airport. April 10th, 11 th & 12th.

If you frequent exhibitions on a semi regular basis, or
have taken note of the average admission fee nowadays, you will realise that 'The CB Show' we are
arranging is designed to give you, the CB'er and all our
readers a fair deal. The Show is a three day event held in
the Heathrow, situated at Heathrow Airport, outer London
this makes for easy access and easy parking. Yet it is
close enough to Lodon to allow a visit to the City Centre,
with only a short drive straight down the M4 motorway.
The admission is £1 on the door.

*
*

*
*
*
*
*

*

Club discounts of up to 90% off the admission fee
(if booked in advance).

purchase or win the equipment.
Which you will be able to take home and polish
everyday and wait for legalisation.
So fellow CB'ers there is going to be quite a lot on offer
at CB Radio Magazines 'CB Show', with some special
offers from exhibitors this is going to be the show to
save up for and one you won't want to miss.

ADMISSION £1.00 ON THE DAY

CLUB DISCOUNT AVAILABLE ONLY BY ADVANCE
BOOKING.
SHOW OPEN'
FRI/SAT
9.30 a.m. - 8.30 p.m.
SUN 10.00 a.m. - 4.30 p.m.

FREE Admission (with advance booking) to coach
parties of 25 or ovr from 90%, see area map
opposite.
FREE Coach parking for clubs and parties.
CB Sticker with admission.
FREE Drink with admission, alcoholic of course.
FREE entry to the daily draw, a side band rig.
WIN a side band rig if you are the CB'er who
travelled to the show from furthest away, and can
prove it.
Therewill also bea beautycontest'Miss CB 1981 '.
Young ladies wishing to enter for their chance to
win the first prize of £500 should either write or
phone for an entry form.

* all offers are subject to availability.
At the CB Show
There will be stands and exhibitors present dealing
with every aspect of CB from QSL cards to rigs. Naturally
(VAT & duty paid) such rigs and the prizes for the show
will be legally imported equipment capable of monitoring
only. We know you are all law abiding citizens that
wouldn't dream of taking a soldering iron to the insides,
thus contravening Statutory instrument No. 61 of the
Wireless Telegraphy Act, which prohibits manufacture
of such equipment, so we think we can trust you to

I "THE
10

A Dose Stotion
One of the prizes

Qt

10-4 Day

1981 CB SHOW" ~R2Iiu.~g~
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I

Club
Discount
Mop

90%

80

70

90%
60
55
50

90%

90%

National Ten Four Day Discount
Club discount is available to all clubs booking and paying for their tickets in advance. Simply locate your area and read off
percentage discount as shown, then add to your discount depending on the quantity of members wishing to attend from the

table below to a maximum of 90%. then deduct this figure from the £1.00 admission fee.
25 tickets and over Discount as shown on map for your area
50
Plus 5% on discount shown for your area.
75
Plus 10%
lOO
Plus 15%
125
Plus 20%
150
Plus 25%
200
Plus 30%

MAXIMUM DISCOUNT AVAILABLE ON ANY AREA OR QUANTITY 90% FREE ADMISSION (WITH ADVANCE BOOKING) TO
COACH PARTIES OF 25 OR OVER FROM 90% AREAS. I.E. IRELAND, SCOTLAND, ISLE OF WIGHT, ETC.
- FREE COACH PARKING FACILITIES AT THE HOTELCHEQUES OR P.O.', TO,
CB MDIO MAGAZINE, BRITISH BREAKER PRODUCTIONS, ruDOR WORKS, BEACONSFIElD ROAD, HAYES, MIDDX,
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Antennas and
Transmission on
CB Frequencies
(VSWR and Antenna Performance)

by F.e. Judd. FISTC. MIOA, Assoc. IPRE. - Part 5
Although the performance of any antenna is closely
linked with Voltage Standing Wave Ratio or VSWR, it is
unfortunate that the relationship between the two is
little understood and that far too much emphasis is
placed on the latter. It is not vital that VSWR is maintained
at an absolute 1 to 1 ratio, indeed such perfection is
rarely if ever achieved. It is sufficient to ensure that
VSWR is as low as can be possibly obtained, for
example, less than 2 to 1 which indicates that the
transmitter output, the feed cable and antenna are fairly
well matched with each other.
There are reasons for high VSWR other than mismatch
between feed cable and antenna and one may be a
mismatch between transmitter output and cable. This is
always a point worth checking with the aid of a power
meter and dummy load which should of course have the
same 'impedance' as the transmitter output (for most
modern equipment 50 ohms). Anycable used to connect
one to the other must of course have the same impedance. Co-axial cable of unknown or doubtful quality,
or cable into which moisture has seeped can also resull
in a mismatch and/or high loss. It is false economy to
use cheap cable of doubtful origin and if there is any
doubt, some form of check should be made on the
length to be used by connecting one end to the
transmitter and the other toa dummy load. With a power
meter in series with the load and both at the far end of
the cable one can establish whether or not a power level
reasonably close to that from the transmitter is being
developed in the load. There should only be the few dB
loss introduced by the normal loss of the cable.

expensive. Meters incorporated in transmitters and the
popular but relatIvely inexpensive Japanese made instruments for VSWR and/or power at plesent available
should nol be accepted as accurate. If possible such
instruments should be checked with another of known
accuracy.
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normally be 01 approximotely bond centre bur will rise or eoch end.

VSWR

EFFECT OF VSWR

Acceptable VSWR readings are always a debatable
subject and very low readings e.g. close to 1 to 1 right
across the band should be regarded with suspicion
particularly when the feed cable is very long. Depending
on its quality the sell loss of the cable will absorb power
reflected from a mismatched antenna with a resullant
'ow VSWR reading at the transmitter end. Ideally the
VSWR should be checked at both ends of the cable
particularly when trying to establish the accuracy of
match with the antenna. A typical VSWR readout is
shown in fig. 1.
Really accurate VSWR and rf power meters are very

Power lost in a transmission line is lowest when the
line is terminated by an impedance with the same value
as the characteristic impedance of the line itself and
becomes greater with an increase in VSWR or, voltage
standing wave ratio. This is due to the effective value of
both current and voltage become larger as the standing
wave ratio increases. The increase in effective current
raises the relative losses in the line conductors and the
increase in effective voltage increases the losses in
dielectric associated with the line. The increased loss
caused by a VSWR greater than 2 to 1 may not be as
serious as many think. If the VSWR is actually 2 to 1 for
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FHMHz line loss

instance, the additional loss may not amount to more
than about 0.5 dB even with long transmission lines.
The graph fig. 2 shows the amount of returned (lost)
power for various degrees of VSWR. However, the
natural loss of the transmission line should be taken into
account when checking VSWR as i1iustrated by fig. 3. It
should be noted also that when line loss is high but
assuming a good match, the additional loss in dB
caused by staDding wave tends to be constant regardless of the line loss itseif. The reason for this is that the
amount of power reflected from the load is reduced
anyway because with high line loss, little power actually
reaches the load in the first instance. As an example, if
the line loss is 6dB then oniy 25% of the power fed into
the line from the transmitter will reach the load. If the
VSWR due to mismatch at the load were 4 to 1 then 36%
of the power reaching it would be reflected. But only
25% of the original power has actually arrived at the load
the real reflected power will be 0.25 x 0.36 = 0.09 or9%.
This return power is further attenuated (by the line) by
6dB so that only 0.09 x 0.25 - 0.025 or a little over 2%
actually arrives back at the transmitter output. This
would result in a low VSWR at the transmitter end of the
cable, in this case about 1.35 to 1. On the other hand
with very low loss lines a high VSWR may increase
power loss by a large amount although the total loss
may still be relatively small by comparison with thp.
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the transmitter which is 10 watts and P2 the power into
the load at cable end which is 9 watts. The loss in dB is
therefore 10 log '0 9/'0
0.457dB or less than 0.5dB
which can be considered as negligible. By the same
token with a cable of given length and a known loss of
say 3dB the power lost at the antenna would amount to
half of what was fed into it at the transmitter end. We can
work this backward knowing that of 10 watts originally
fed to the cable only 5 watts reaches the antenna.
Therefore 10 log 10 'he = 3dB. As power lost in cables
and also due to mismatch etc. is relatively low in terms of
decibels, the table fig. 5 of power loss and gain in dB
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power dull' 'Q mismatch is neorty 2 lenrhs of rhe 10101 fOlWord power. this meaN mOTif me
fTonsmllfer power is 20 WOItS men <I WOI't5 of mOl powerls ~I\,lmed from me antenna If me VSWI\
is 2.5 to 1.

power actually reaching the load. A VSWR of 10 with a
line having only 0.3 dB loss would cause an additional
loss of about 1 dB.

Cable Loss
Cable loss can be checked by measuring the power
into a "Dummy load" at the end of a cable and comparing
this with the measured power being into the line at the
transmitter end (see fig.4). If we assume 10 watts into
the cable and 9 watts coming out into the load then the
loss in dB is 10 Log '0 P, where Pl is the powerfram the
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Power ratio
(- dB)

dB

Power ratio
(+ dB)

1.000
0.977
0.995
0.933
0.912
0.891
0.871
0.831
0.794
0.707
0.631
0.562
0.501
0.398
0.316
0.251
0.199
0.158
0.125
0.100
0.079
0.063
0.050
0.039
0.031
0.025
0.019
0.015
0.012
0.010

0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.8
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

1.000
1.023
1.047
1.072
1.096
1.122
1.148
1.202
, 1.259
1.413
1.585
1.778
1.995
2.512
3.162
3.981
5.012
6.310
7.943
10.000
12.59
15.58
19.95
25.12
31.62
39.81
50.12
63.10
79.43
100.00

FJg.5: A useful Decibel table giving poslrtve and negorive power rotlos to dB's.
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Antennas and
Transmissions on
CB Frequencies
may be found useful. It is only necessary to know the
ratio of the powers concerned. The same table can of
course be used for determining the relative power gain
between one antenna and another. For example if a
dipole actually radiating 10 watts of power is replaced
by a beam antenna with 6dB gain, what would be the
effective radiated (ERP) of the beam? The power ratio

A

TX

Very short

for 6dB is 3.981 or say 4, so the ERP from the beam
would be 10 x 4 or 40 watts.
The next of this series of articles will deal with
checking an antenna for matching by VSWR measurement, siting a base station antenna for optimum performance and making the best of mobile antennas.

Power/SWR

connection

0 t=ested~.~
Dummy

Load

7'

~:::r::s::~?--LI--'• .[~]l.· •. ~· •. ~p-.-:cab::lebe::ing

B

Power/SWR

TX

Meter

Very short

Dummy

Load

connection

1i- - -" -:-. . -;" "~;G~Cl-c-ab-~ be:-~!l Ie:;.st-e-d- nlk$Jil~Ji

/

.. ..

Fig.4.

Fig 4: How 10 check Q length of cable for power loss. Firs! measure power going into cable with Dummy load at end of cable. Then measure power 01 end of cable going imo
Dummy load. With soy 10 wafts going in and 9 wafts coming aul the 1055 is 1 watt or just under O.5dD (see text).

T-SHIRT & SWEATSHIRT
PRINTING
ALL YOU GOOD BUDDIES HAVE YOUR OWN
CLUB NUMBER AND HANDLE PRINTED ON
QUALITY T-SHIRTS AND SWEATSHIRTS.
SWEATSHIRTS
S. M. L.
.
X. L.
.
.
CH ILDS 26" - 32"

£4.50
£4.95
£3.50

TRACY'S PLACE, 118 HIGH ST.,
14

T·SHIRTS
S. M. L

X. L.
CH ILDS 24" - 30"

..
.

..

£1.95
£2.45
£1.45

COLOURS:- BLACK, WHITE, RED, PALE BLUE,
OR NAVY.
'
LETTERS + NUMBERS: BLACK OR WHITE.
FLOCK lOp EACH.
POST + PACKING 50p EACH GARMENT

STAINES, MIDDX. TEL. STAINES 55834
CB Radio March 81

SUPER CB DEAL AT

Rolling Stock

CB Accessories etc.

***

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS TO ALL
UBA CLUB MEMBERS

***

TK21 Fully retractable lockable antenna
complete with spliUer-box
MR CB Mag Mount antenna
AM-FM CB Antenna
SECRET 5AM Disguise antenna fils to
rear window of car
CB CONVERTER Converts your car radio
la receive CB
CB MI CB Signal cenlUry meler

Club price £18.00
Club price £15.00
Club price £18.00

at theKeenest Prices
equipment from all
leadingmanufacturers in
stock.Plus fast repair
service Visitour NEW
SHOWROOm.
201 DUNSTABLE ROAD,LUTON BEDS.
TELEPHONE:(0582) 425722/3

Club price £10.00
Club price £ 9.50
Club price £ 3.00

COME TO .....

CB WORLD

FOR EVERYTHING YOU
NEED IN CB ACCESSORIES
AT

37, COLESHILL ROAD,
BIRMINGHAM,
B36 SOT
MURADX1f6Powermike
Club
EX SPEAKER
Club
PACE 5453- SWR Meler
Club
ARISTA CB' 1101 SWR Meter
Club
• Both suitable for base or mobile installation.
CB PA Speaker any angle mount
Club
PILLAR MOUNT Anlenna AM-fM-CB
Club
All prices plus VAT

price
price
price
price

£12.75

£ 6.00
£ 7.50
£12.75

prIce £ 6.50
price £18.00

Rolling Stock
826 Wickham Road, Shirley, Croydon.
Telephone: 01-776 0277
Open 9am·S.30pm Weekdays - 9am·4pm Saturday

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME
\
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Tel:

021-784-4523

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
MON-FRI
SAT
SUN

11 am-7pm
9am-6pm
10am-2pm

COME & VISIT
SCARECROW & SLEEPING
BEAUTY
15

News
Review
What the papers soy about CO.
There is still a constant stream of news
articles reaching my desk, concerning
CB radio. They fall mainly into four categories:
1) General coverage, like the 'Stars' CB
Radio Campaign.
2) Good deeds, fund raising. police cooperation, and the like.
3) Complaints, these normally take the
form of a letter to the Editor, and
4) Scandal, let's face it everybody likes a
good scandal don't they? Or do they?

CPD

Leicester Mercury
Clean-air campaign
"Already many good time girls use the
illegal CB radio system to attract custom
in other parts of the country", stated the
'Mercury Correspondent' but the Leicestershire Breakers are not pleased that their
frequencies are being misused. "We are
here to stamp out any misuse of this
band" says 'The Duck'. "The people who
use CB in Leicester are very dedicated
and want to see it legalised. Misuse like
this will only harm the cause, and we will
not allow it".
The Leicester Breakers are monitoring
the air waves in the area, and are tracking
down anyone abusing the system, via a
specially formed 'swat squad'. This is the
type of responsible action that keeps CB
out of trouble and aids the campaign to
legalise CB, said the clubs spokesman.

their tune!" What disastrous consequencies? According to the writer Meryl Rees,
the warning comes in the discussion
document (covered in our issue 3). The
reporter sees interference as a disastrous
consequence. The author mentions in
this article that "Most of our 'industries
remote control devices are on wave bands
used by CB users who have no real idea
that their messing about could cause a
remote control crane to drop a 40 tonne
load". Well. J can inform you, on good
authority, that permission would not be
given to operate any industrial machinery
..vith a remote control operated by a radio
frequency susceptible to interference
from CB or indeed any other radio control
devices. (i.e. Radio controlled aircraft
operating on 27 MHz)
This kind of inaccurate information not
only destroys the credibility of the article
but convinces the more gullible members of the public of the imaginary dangers of CB radio. In other words reporting
fiction not fact.

services and told them to make sure they
behaved themselves", whilst the fans
were in the restaurant they were reported
to be "horsing about, singing and laughing", as they were leaving a group of
motorcyclists walked in. Then the soccer
fans went mad, throwing crockery and
glasses, children cowered under tables
to avoid the missiles. Seven of the restaurants plate glass windows were smashed
and several people were injured.
When the police arrived 49 fans were
arrested and detained overnight. Five of
the fans received fines totalling £850,
two of the fans were juveniles. Whilst the
CB'ers were not involved in any of the
trouble some papers did quote them as
having played a part in the ensuing fight.
Quite contrary to this the CB Club had
merely been reluctant observers.

South Wales Argus
Battle of the Airwaves.
A harf page feature on CB appeared in
the South Wales Argus, which I found to
be both negative and inaccurate. The
first paragraph reads "As the battle over
the controversial citizens band radio for
the U.K. continues to rage, there comes
the warning of possible disastrous consequencies if "Breakers" do not change

r-----------;=
Battle of the

"Heavy Lifter", a member of the Gwent
Breakers Club is quoted as asking "Why
should we in this country be different
from the rest of the world who have
legalised CB on 27 M Hz, used properly
CB on 27 MHz causes few problems, it's
fairly cheap and accessible to everyone,

•
aIrWaVeS

Western Daily Press
M4 Rampage.
This month my attention has been
drawn to the disturbance caused by forty
nine irresponsible soccer fans at an M4
service station.
Several articles appeared in the daily
and local press most of which tell the
same tale but with slightly varying details.
The incident happened at the Aust
services on the M4 motorway, near the
Seven Bridge. 400 members of a Citizens
Band Radio club were holding a meeting
in the restaurant when the trouble started.
Apparently a coach load of West Ham
fans stopped at the services on their way
back to London after a match at Swansea.
The coach driver, Mr Philip Leppard, of
Basildon said,"'Some of them wanted to
go to the toilet so I pulled in to the
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yet if the government legalise CB on a
much higher frequency, the cost will
soar and price most people out of the
market, what's the use of this?" The
answer to this, is, in the sentence of the
question. To ensure that CB is "used
properly" the government think that CB
equipment must be expensive and that
the less sensible users will be put off by
the high prices. Of course this is not
necessarily true and is contrary to the
true intention of CB radio.
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Bury Free Press
Citizens Banned.
"Breaker, breaker, I'm ringing your
bell, Country Cruiser", Ten Four, You're
coming out of the windows, good buddy".
This is more like it, an accurate, informative and interesting account of CB
radio. The first and last descriptions
being rare in press coverage, although
their optimism for legal 27 MHz Open
Channel is on all accounts a little bit
premature, if 27 MHz is to be at aIL Their
prediction that "Citizen Band radio will
be legalised on 27 MHz, andan announce·
ment to that effect will be made within
the next few weeks" comes from Mr Mike
Braband, chairman of the Eastern Counties
Open Channel Club, who also sits on the
working committee advising the govern·
ment on CB. He informs us that "The
government, after pressure, has admitted
that CB in this country is completely out
of control, and that they are losing out on
licence fees, Import Duty and V.A,T." I'm
more inclined to think that the last three
reasons are more likely to persuade the
'power that be' to change their plans.
The article shows a photograph at a
bridge just outside Bury covered with CB
Graffiti, the local clubs claim that they
were not responsible for the artwork.
Unfortunately this action produces the
kind of publicity coverage that spoils the
"Good Buddy" image and convinces
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The Daily Star have really taken to CB
Radio in a big way. Their first article, a
quarter page with a photograph, which is
big for daily coverage, describes CB Radio
as "The latest craze in Britain", but we all
know that it is more than a craze. "It's the
talk of the school playground, and the
pub. It's cheap, fun, fascinating and helps
save lives". So I'm not altogether sure if
this is the image the more serious breaker
is going to appreciate, it is certainly not
good enough reason forthe Government
to legalise it immediately, but a ploy by
the Star to attract the public toCB before
an in depth lesson into the potential of a
2 way radio system?
The breakers have reputedly given the
campaign a "Big 10·4", by phoning the
"Star" to congratulate them on their stand
for the cause. They estimate that there
are 250,000 British Breakers, a figure
that most would quote at not far short of
500,000.
A petition is also supplied with the
article, although somewhat vague, (Le. it
doesn't specify a frequency or an amount
of channels, nor the type of operation,
i.e. AM or FM), it is however, a constructive
effort to persuade the government of the
need that exists for CB.
Apart from the romanticised, rather
childish start to the article, this is the
type of national press coverage we require, and I'm sure that the more serious
second half of the campaign will appeal
to a larger slice of the public, although
I'm not so confident that legalisation will
come quite so soon as the "Star" makes
out. They were expecting an announce·
ment within three days of their article,
which appeared in mid January!
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people that CB is just another Craze.

Lancashire Evening Post
Hospital 'No' to CB Cash
The 'Preston Royal Infirmary' has turned
away £560 that was raised for a valuable
"Slood Pump" machine because it was
donated by CB radio enthusiasts, A
spokesman for the intensive care unit,
for whom the machine was intended, Dr
Prab Saltpeoker said, "Personally we
welcome the kind gesture that the CS
people have made, but I am an officer of
the State and I cannot accept the money
from an organisation that is not legally
recognised". ''It is a technical objection,
but I am hoping we can resolve it in the
next couple of weeks".

North Wales Weekly News
Citizens Radio Enthusiasts take to sea waves.
Fourteen members of the CB Cruisers
Club of Colwyn Say braved the elements
to take a dip in the sea for charity.
The dip, on New Years Day, lasted as
long as 15 minutes and raised £200 for
the Gwynfia Childrens Home, in upper
Colwyn Bay, Further events planned by
the breakers include, a parachute jump,
a treasure hunt, and various discos.

Daily Express (Scotland)
Fines on CB Pirates
Vicious, says MP.

TtIERE wu. ~old shock for
fourleen members of • Colwyn B.y dub on New Year's

Citizens' radio enthusiasts
switch to the sea-waves

~~YJ:et~fi~ '::;;I~ltii~l:

good cause,
The slolwnrl fourleen
were membl'lS of Ihe CoB.
Cruisers' Club of Cilh.ens'
B.nd enlhusluh 'nd Iheir
dip wn sponsored 10 make
money for Ihe Gwynla

Children', l:Iol11e in Upper
Colwyn Bay
Tbe icy dip, wilh some
members slIl,"in!: in lor
abouI fifleen l1linUlts. could
taiM' as much as £200 fnr the
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home. The dub has IIlrendl'
nised about £100 fo't
Gwynfll from. recenl pram
rllce.
Furlhere'-ent~ planned
includt a parachute jump. 11

Irusure hunt and dis~os.
One ~omment from a New

::id~uP:~~1r::i~:~nd~~

in 11 very ,ood CIIuse."
C.B. Crnlsen' dub members
look n eol1ecllon Ilmong Ihe
man)' people who gAlhered
10 walch Ihe cold dip. and
Ihis money. will be .dded 10
Ihe sponsotship mOne)· ,,·htn
Ihis is all rtcth'td.
"'liS

Fines totalling £355 were handed out
to seven CB'ers by Sheriff Douglas Grant
at Ayr. His action was later condemned
by Mr David Lambie, Labour MP for
Ayrshire, as being "Completely out of
Touch", he added "the stupid and vicious
fines are particularly disturbing when a
great many MP's are currently deeply
concerned over the extremely lenient
sentences being handed out for some
really serious crimes".
Solicitor Mr Robert Logan, appearing
on behalf of one of the breakers, said
that the law was likely to be changed
next month, and that following a directive
from Strathclyde's Chief Constable there
was unlikely to be any further cases.
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The Low

and You
CB Radio Magazines Central Information Bureau.
Firstly we must start by accepting three factors, one,
that CB'ers exist, and are deemed law breakers, two,
that they do get caught and three, that every citizen is
entitled to legal representation. A fourth factor that we
will deal with at a later date is that every single occupant
of the British Isles has legal rights, even if or whilst
breaking the law.

Legal Representation
One of the problems facing the legai profession-when
approached by a 'busted' CB'er, is unfortunately a
simple case.of no information.
Because there is no specilic legislation to deal directly
with CB no guide lines as yet have been laid down and
no statutes pertaining to CB cases are published or
available.
Therefore a solicitor is faced with a lot of ground work
to cover in order to tackle a CB case. Firstly he must
study the context of the charges brought agai"nst his
client, these must then be "'!lated to and appraised with
the Acts under which the charges will be brought.
Only then can the solicitor start to prepare his clients
defence, if indeed one can be found. For in mooy
instances the CB'er will often have admitted his guilt.
In such cases all is not totally lost, for even when
pleading guilty, legal representation can help to lighten
the penalty. Here the solicitor acts as a restraint on our
judicial system and hopefully ensures that the judgement is no! overly harsh or un-just. To do so he requires
facts and details from previous cases of a similar nature
that may help him to form a guide line to the expected
judgement.

Whilst we cannot condone the use of any illegal transmitting or receiving equipment we do appreciate that its
use does take place and that the subject of representation remains for most a grey area.
Therefore we have decided to set up a Central
Information Bureau for Solicitors, the object being
that solicitors can contact us for background information
on the subject and case histories which will, we hope,
supply them with a foundation on which to base their
clients defence.

You can help othe.rs
If you have been prosecuted for CB offences you can
help those who will folio.... We need to know when and
where your case came to court and what the result of
the case was.
If you are about to be or are facing a CB related
prosecution then you should contact your solicitor and
ask him to contact us. We will then supply him free of
charge our CB Fact Fjle which will help him to help you.
We stress that the fact file is intended only for use by
solicitors and is available only to them, it is not for
general circulation.
Cui oul, photostat or copy the details onto a sheet of paper. fill oul

your details and return this form to CB Radio Magazine. Tudor
Works, Beaconslield Road. Hayeg:- Middlesex.
Your name (not handleJ
Date 01 offence .
PreCise wording 01 charge

Name

The Central Information Bureau
As a magazine on an illegal activity we are often asked
to comment on the legal situation. To this end we have
made available, to our readers, in the last issues the
facts as we· know them. This in itself is however not
enough, for knowing ones legal rights and standing up
for them can often. be two totally different things.
Regardless of any legalisation, unless on 27 M Hz AM,
which is exceptionally unlikely, there will continue to be
prosecutions for 27 AM CB offences. Amnesty being the
only way for pending or future prosecutions to be wiped
clean. This is not on the cards and has unequivocably
been stated as not an action the British Government will
take as regards citizens band.
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....... Your plea. gUllly/not gUI!ly

Dale of court case

8. location of Courl

Result of hearing .
FIne II Imposed C .

. ... . courl costs C

What happened to trancelver and/or accessofles.

...

Were you represented and If so by whom .
Who was prosecuting and/or gave evidence agaInst you . ,
DescrIbe brlelly CIrcumstances 01 your 'busr

Were Pollce/CuSlomers/Post Office or Home Ofllce Involved
Old you receive receIpt for goods detained . .
Were you told you were under aHest and if so what charge
Was a search warrant shown to you,
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Skip Master

MODEL 100

MODEL 150
Frequeno, "en••: 1-30 MHz
A.... Output.
150 watts AM 190 watts 8SB with 4 walls drive.
Optional selectable power switch allows If., 'la, YoI,
or 8 maximum outpUt selling.

Input Powen
Deaorfptlon

Transmtttlng, 13.6 VOC 20 amps
Standby,
13.6 VDC 20 mills.
With preamp on 44 mills.
Stable soUd stale circuitry provides a minimum
transmitted power gain of 45 limes. No tuning
required. Will work on any signal of 1watt or more.
Automatic SWitching, using RF 'rom your tra~
celver, no Internal connections required. Long life
solid stale LEaS. Silicon transistor pre-selector
provides an 8Pproxlmate gain of 10 decibels on
received signal.

..........no' ".ng.,

25-30 MHz

RF Output Powen 100 wens with 4 waits RF drive. OpllonaJ selectable
inpUlatfennaferallows V.... 'h, and ~ power selectIOns

V.c.c.

.....u.N....ntea
Circuit
DeaorIptlonl

Transmitting - 13.8 VDC
Standby - 13.6 voc

17 AMPS
20 Mmiampa

The amplifier utilizes 8 pair of dual emitter RF
devices running in parallel. A highly effiCIent l'pl
tuned network provides uneQualled stability over

the entire operating range. This tuned ctrcull
virtually eliminates lVl problems, harmonic suppression 60 db or greate,. The ampllfler Is fully
biased operating class AB1 tor exc&llent SSB
tranamlaalon, reverse polarity protectlon prote<:ta
all cIrcuitry by destroying luse.
Preampllfierutlllz8S JoFET device. The preamp Is a

tuned circuit which eliminates InstabUitles and
Interference from other RF 80urces. The pre-amp

Is capable of improving the signal 10 noise ratio In
many exciters.

AT YOUR LOCAL CB SHOP NOW
IMPORTED AND SUPPLIED BY THE BIGGEST AND BEST

~

~~W1

HANNEL
""_.......".

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN RETAILING CB
ACCESSORIES, WRITE FOR OUR COMPLETE
PRICE LIST. TRADE ONLY.
TRADE ENQUIRIES FROM DEALERS WELCOME.

407 LORDSHIP LANE, LONDON, N.17. Tel. 01-808 8858. Telex 822488.
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After the
West Ham Visit
The Severn Dridge Eyeball. let's set the record straight!
. and when you apply the current
through that pin, then pin 7 goes high and
the chip enters a read mode ..."
"... no, 'only two weeks, in fact I'm not
really used to it .. ."
"... put Sellolape on the bodywork where
you want to drill for the antenna hole, centre
punch it, and the the drill won't slip ..."
Snatches of conversation that typify a
CS'ers eyeball, but in this case an eyeball
with a difference, because this was the
Severn Bridge Eyeball, a bi·monthly event
that is rapidly gaining nationwide fame
among Britain's CB users. The night that CB
RADIO's Severnside correspondent, Zodiac,
was there, over 600 breakers turned up!
Exaggeration? Certainly nol, because Rank
Motorway Services who own the Severn
Bridge Aust Services had permilled the
breakers to hire for the night their 1000
seater 'Chepstow Room'. A charge of 25p
was levied at the door to cover the £100 a
night hire charge, and takings amounted to
£ 144 between 9.00 p.m. and 2.30 a.m.! The
600 breakers in the Chepstow Room did
not include those who stayed around the
concourse (mostly on the Space Invaders)
and those who went into the public restaurant, who must have pushed the final figure
up over the 700 mark! Such were the numbers that some police officers were posted
to keep a watchful eye, but were simply not
needed in their official capacity. They did
however take the opportunity to use the
occasion to improve relationships, and ended
up discussing CB with groups ot breakersto the benefit of both sides. one hopes!
How did all this start? To answer that
question we have to go back 10 April 1980,
when South Wales breaker Gunrunner perched up on a bit of high ground to engage in
that favourite Severnside breaker's past·
time of copying across the Bristol Channel.
At the same timea Bristol breaker, landcrab,
had a similar idea, and positioned himself
on a hill oulside Bristol. Of course, the
inevitable happened, and Gunrunner and
landcrab met on the airwaves. and estab·
lished a sound relationship. After many
copies, an eyeball was suggested, and both
agreed 10 meet. But where? Neitherwas loo
familiar with the geography of the other's
home locality. Both, however, knew where
the Severn Bridge was, and they decided to
meet al the Ausl Services.
Gunrunner and landcrab got on well to·
gether, and a firm friendship evolved. They
agreed to meet regularly, and each men·
tioned casually that the Aust Services was a
good place for an eyeball to other breakers.
that Ihey met, with the result that the num·
bers of breakers allending started to grow,
eyeball by eyeball. Eventually 200 CB enthusiasts could be found every other Saturday night, with the numbers increasing all
the time. The management of the Services
began to notice that their takings were
going up on alternate Saturday's, and the
place seemed busier, somehow! Eventually
they found out what was going on, and to
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their great credit, they set aside half of the
restaurant for the use of the breakers, who
had proved themselves to be of exemplary
character. (Don't you wish the government
had that sort of business sense?) The public
of course still used the other half of the
dining area, and towards the end of 1980
were treated to the bewildering spectacle
of a CB fancy dress party, with breakers
dressed as their handles! Smokie Bear
seemed to accept the situation also; the
restaurant is frequently used by the motor·
way police for refreshments at all hours of
the day and night, and if they knew what
was going on they certainly gave no indication of it - until the night that the West
Ham supporters arrived.
In January, West Ham played away at
Swansea, and aflerthe match and a night of
Welsh booze a coach load of West Ham
supporters arrived at Aust on theirway back
to London. It appears that the attitude of
arrogant incivility displayed by these hooli·
gans defies description. They chose as targets for abuse anybody who happened to
be in their way, and the breakers, naturally
incensed at seeing their easy-going gathering and the friendly Rank staff being disrupted and insulted, naturally objected. The
result was savage violence culminating in
injured breakers and wantonly smashed
furniture and catering equipment valued at
£:500. The police were called, and the
breakers dismally regarded the episode as
the end of the Severn Bridge eyeballs. The
police acted swiftly and powerfully, but
directed their attention to the intruders,
arresting 39 West Ham supporters, most of
whom eventually found themselves in court
and were fined hundreds of pounds.
That night and the following day the
breakers helped the Rank staff clean up the
mess. Profuse apologies were made to the
management, and there was a genuine
offer to pay fort he damage. Rank's declined
to accept the offer, and far from banning any
more eyeballs, said that the restaurant in
which they met was duplicated in another
part of the building - the Chepstow Roomand was largely unused. They offered the
breakers the use of the room with its panoramic view of the Bridge and the Severn
Estuary against a backdrop of the distant
Welsh mountains for their Saturday night
eyeball for a room rent of £: 100 per night.
Gunrunner and landcrab considered the
offer, and agreed - with their fingers firmly
crossed in case the West Ham episode had
discouraged the breakers. They had towork
fast to organise things, and decided that
they would form "Associated Breakers" not a club, but merely a social register of
breakers attending the Severn Bridge Eyeballs. The idea also was to give each breaker
using the. Chepstow Room free membership
of the association, issuing each one with a
serially numbered 'handle card', which would
provide each member not only with some

form of identification, but to entitle the
holder to discounts on various purchases,
and a list of co·operating retailers is being
produced. Together with the card, each
breaker was to receive a duplicated sheet
setting out the aims of Associated Breakers,
and a few simple hints on CB technique and
on-air etiquette. The sheet also stressed
that Associated Breakers was not a national
body, but applied solely to the Severn Bridge
eyeball participants.
A lot of work was indicated, getting the
cards printed, the information sheets duplicated, and actually filling the cards in and
maintaining a register. However, once the
system was running it would be a case of
show your card, pay your 25p and you're in!
The big night was Saturday, 24th Jan,
1980. and Gunrunner, landcrab and a few
helpers had hopefully numbered up 400
cards. A table was set up by the door to the
Chepstow Room, and at 9.00 p.m. the first
breakers were admitted. From that moment
it was bedlam! Far from being discouraged
it appeared that every breaker in the area
had turned up! Landcrab and Gunrunner
began recording handles and issuing cards,
and collecting the 25p's, a process in itself
that didn't take long, but resulted in long
Queues and a 25 minute wait! It wasn't long
before all 400 cards had been issued and
extra cards were haslity produced and serial
numbered. The last card was issued at 2.30
a.m .. and as the last breakers drifted away,
Gunrunner massaged his writer's cramp
stricken wrist, looked at landcrap and said
"God - what have we done?" landcrab
grinned back, "We thought we might just
cover expenses; I never expected anything
like this!"
It is envisaged that the next eyeball won't
suffer from the queueing problem, as most
of the breakers already have their cards and
will be admitted readily upon production of
the card. Newcomers will of course be able
to get their cards upon arrival. The eyeballs
are to take place every other Saturday
night, so you can work it out using Jan.24th
as a starting point. It is apparent now that
money will be left over, and it is planned to
hold a public ballot among the breakers to
select a charity to which the cash can be
donated. The Association is to be strictly
non-profit making - and the receipt books
are freely available for sceptics to examine!
The eyeball has a powerful atmosphere of
comradeship and shows every sign of continuing indefinately. Both the police and the
Rank Motorway Services staff seem to regard the event as a harmless get-together,
and the very existence of the eyeball under·
lines the ridiculous situation thal exists in
this country today. Remember the Dis·
cuss ion Document?Thegeniusatthe Home
Office who wrote it said, "... there is no great
upsurge of public demand in this country for
such a personal radio service ..." Maybe he
should have been at the Aust Services on
the night of January 24th 1981!
ZODIAC, Area Reporter
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Main agents for: SKtPMASTER, BURNERS,
TURNER MIKES AND MUCH MORE.
Our prices are n~ver bettered You've tfled the rest now try the best
Example DV27 £500 complete with plug
(our retail price)
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~ CB ACCESSORIES IN THE U.K.
ura Electronics IUK) Lld..
79 Church Road. Hendon. London NW4
Tel: 01 203527718
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Come and see the biggest
and best selection of
CB Radio Accessories
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Speech
Processors
by E. A. Rule - port 4
During the past few months we have looked into the
various requirements for a speech processor and have
covered Filtering of the speech frequencies, how the
peaks are removed so that the lower average level can
be increased, and the need for good signal to noise
ratios to be maintained through the system. The next
important requirement is to maintain the distortion as
low as possible throughout the complete system.
As far as the transmitted power is concerned, distortion
is like any other signal, it requires power! Therefore, as
the total amount of power is iimited by the maximum
power output of the transmitter it follows that any power
used in transmitting distortion is iess for transmitting
the important speech waveform, (the same applies to
unwanted noise).
Consider a poor microphone amplifier, let us say that
this has around 10% total distortion. When the signal
from this stage is passed into a speech processor we
know from the discussion in part 2 that the limiting
action introduces distortion. Therefore, our distortion of
10% will be further distortedl If our original signal was,
say, 500Hz, the 10% would most likely be made up of

2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, etc. harmonics. Each of these
frequencies would now be distorted in turn by the limiter
action, which we know from part 3 fig Bd can add a further
17% or so to each one, we will leave you to work out
what the final amount of distortion will be, but it sounds
pretty horrible! More so, when you consider the fact that
we are not just using a sine wave but a very complex
speech waveform. Also the non-linear action of the
limiter will introduce intermodulation distortion, Fig. 9.
This is where each frequency beats with the others and
produces even more!! i.e., if we have say 400Hz and
700Hz present and pass these through the non-linear
limiter we will get (amount many others) 400 plus 700
equals 1100.,700 minus 400 equals300., 700 times 30
equals 210kHz, etc. etc., think what that will do to the
bandwidth of the transmitter! With a speech waveform
and its complex frequency relationship you can just
imagine what the final signal would sound like, and in
fact this is one reason why so many speech processors
sound so terrible.
So now you know why it is important to get any
distortion as low as possible before the limiter stage. A

Fig 9.: ACf\Jol photographs loken from a spectrum onolyzer showing how inrermodulotion dislonion increases rapidly once the threshold of limiting has been reoched. These
spurious signals must be reduced by the high frequency filter so rhot the final level of distortion presenr is o~ on acceptoble level.
Input signals of eqLJ,ar level at the threshold of
limiting. Note that the main Intermodulation pro·
ducts are around -S2dB.

Increasing the input another 5dB. note the even
more rapid build up of intermodulation products.
now around ·17dB. Also the number of spurious
signals have increased. all adding to the total
distortion.
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-7
Increasing the input by only SdB, note the rapid
increase in the level of intermodulation, now al
around -42dB. Also note extra signals being
generated.
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good speech processor will be designed to Hi-Fi standards and have a distortion content of around 0.1% or
less before processing takes place. The use of good
quality mircrophones also helps and regretfully most of
those supplied with the average rig are very poor with a
high distortion level, which can be made very much
worse by blasting the microphone with your breath.
Speak across a mircrophone, NOT into it!
A well designed speech processor will have filtering
built into it and the remuining distortion at its output will
be relatively low. However the stages following it must
not add any of their own and should also be designed for
low distortion. Any harr.lOnics introduced after the
processor fillering will NOT BE REMOVED and the
result will be a much wider transmitted bandwidth with
the signal splattering into adjacent channels. As we now
have greatty increased 'talk power' resulting from the
use of a processor it is possible in practice to slightly
reduce the actual audio signal fed into the transmitter.
By doing this it will avoid over driving the input stages
and any distortion that may arise.
What to look for when choosing a processor? First, it
should be designed for a basic distortion of less than
0.1 % before processing takes place. It should also have
a basic signal to noise ratio of at least 60dB. The speech
frequencies below 300Hz should be filtered out before
the Iimiter stage and all frequencies above 3000Hz
MUST be filtered out after any limiter stage.
Finally, always use it in the manner intended by the
manufacture. Do not try to get more out of it than it was
designed for as this will reduce its effectiveness, not
increase it. Only use it when the going gets tough, do
not leave it switched into circuit all the time, remember.

someone else may also be trying to make a contact on
the same channel further afield and more power than is
required to make good copy only increases the risk of
interference, and of course, the risk that the processor
they have to switch in is better than yours!f
One final point regarding distortion, even if we start off
with say 0.1 % and none is added by any later stage, the
fact that the processor wili increase the lower average
levels relative to the peaks of the speech waveform will
bring about an increase in the distortion,i.e. if the
average gain is increased by 15dB (5.6 times) relativeto
the peaks, then as our peaks represent 100% our
original 0.1 % will be increased to 0.56%. It follows from
this that if we are blasting the mircrophone with our
breath and causing it to distort the Signal the amount of
distortion created will be increased by the same amount
as the extra talk power gained! In other words, the final
transmitted signal can only be as good as the signal fed
into it, and every effort should be made to keep this as
clean as possible. All unwanted signals waste power
and increase transmitter band width.
• Please note lasl month, insert diagram 5 where 6 was and vice versa, lex/still
reads the same. Apologies for the errors.
EO

THIS IS THE LAST PART IN THE SERIES
'SPEECH PROCESSORS'

NEXT MONTH
THE FIRST PART IN A COMPREHENSIVE
SERIES - 'DEALING WITH INTERFERENCE
PROBLEMS'

CBers "20"

HIGH STREET SERVICE STATION, 314 HIGH STREET, ALDERSHOT

ALDERSHOT 23250

CB ACCESSORIES

CUSTOM ACCESSORIES

SPECIAL
SPRING OFFER
15% DISCOUNT ON ALL OF OUR CB
ACCESSORIES FOR THE MONTH OF

MARCH 'SI. OR ON PRODUCING THIS
ADVERT IN APRIL. WHILST STOCKS
LAST.

COME AND SEE US AT OUR NEW SHOP - FERNSIDE ROAD SERVICE STATION,
FERNSIDE ROAD, POOLE. PHONE POOLE (02013) 5510
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SUPPLIERS 0
VISIT OUR
NEW SHOP
ANTENNAS
M264 Disguise. SA300 Disguise. Hy-Gain Electric Disguise. Harada
Electric Disguise. HaraCta TU11 Disguise. HMP K27 Disguise. CV Test
Secret Antenna. Intenna. DV27. DX27. DX275/s. T27; B27. DV27RN.
DV27HN. Pal Firestik. Big Momma. Trucker Twins. Base Loaders. Mag
Mounts. Starduster. Magnums. Power Pole. Hy-Gain Base. Dipoles.
Many Others.

MICROPHONES

Turner + 2. Turner + 3. Turner ssk. Magic Mike. Mura PRX. JMR 40.
Denzai. Hy-Gain 611. Telephone Handsets. Motorcycle Sets. Others..

SPECIAL OFFER IF YOU BRING
THIS ADVERT WITH YOU. DV27
complete £5.75 inc vat

•

UI
en
•
•
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•

F COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT
72-74 QUEENS ROAD
HERSHAM,
WALTON ON THAMES
SURREY

VISIT OUR
NEW SHOP

TEST EQUIPMENT
SWR-25. SWR-15. Hansen 50B. Hansen 5E. CB11 05. JD310. CBM-20.
CBT·15. CBT·25. CBM-40. Others. Dummy Loads.

MISCELLANEOUS
PL259/6. PL259/9. Reducers. Females. Back to Backs. SO-209 - 3.5mm
jack. Splices. Mike Plugs. RG58/U. RG8/U. Patch Cables. Extension
Cables. Mike Cables. 25 Amp Power Supplies. 5 Amp Power Supplies.
Supression Kits. Suppression Parts. Extension Speakers. PA Horns.
Others. Linear Amplifiers to 1000w, RF Pre-Amps etc.
IF WE HAVEN'T GOT IT - WE CAN GET IT.
Mail order expressed by Red Star, all goods returnable, if not satisfied
Phone your requirements, quoting your Access or Barclaycard number
for immediate dispatch. We will help with any problems by phone if at all
possible.

Send a SAE for our
New Comprehensive Catalogue

FOR ALL CB AND AMATEUR RADIO ACCESSORIES
PHONE:

DORKING (0306) 883314
SURREY SUSSEX ELECTRONICS
27 MEADOWBROOK ROAD
9.30 - 6.00
MON-SAT
ENQUIRIES
DORKING SURREY TRADE
10- 2 SUN
WELCOME
•

THE BIG JIM 27
CB BASE STATION

*

Antenna

•

I

vertical base station antenna measures only 9 feel long and has been
specially desi~ned to professional standard for super DX as well as
extended loca working ranges.
Air lestson 27MHz have produced S9 10-4 two· way copy between the
UK and the USA. Australia. South Africa. Italy and numerous other
continental countries.
The BIG JIM 27 is fully protected for all weather conditions. Being a
free-space antenna it has no radials which makes it unobtrusive and
reduces wind resistance.
• A unique high efficiency integrated helical stub matchlllg system
ensures an accurate 50 ohm match and low VSWR. An allded feature is a
built-in VSWR adjuster.

*

*

Price reduction

*

BIGJIM 27

ANTENNA NOW COMPLETE WITH
MAST/WALL BRACKET AND 'U'
CLAMPS. INe. VAT and POST.
(UK only)
~
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* The BIG JIM 27 is one of the first of the few British designed and made
CB radio antennas. This high efficiency FREE·SPACE omni·directional

11
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FOR OX

£55.00

BOOKS on CB
NEW Practical CB Radio Servicing. A must for all
CB operators. Covers every service and repair problem.
Cot.No. 107 Price £3.50
SPECIAL CB Dictionary. Lingo and 10-4 codes elc.
plus other information.
Cat.No.789 Price£1.30
Big D Guide to CB Radio. Comprehensive manual of
all aspects of CB operating and equipment. antennas and
codes etc.
Cat.No. 68 Price £3.25
Citizens Band Radio Handbook. A new edition and
up to date guide. Covers equipment etc.
Cat. No. 101 Price £2.75
CB Radio for the Family. A superb hook for family
operators. Easy to read and praclical.
Cat.No.69 Price £2.75
CB Handy Manual of Base Stations. How to
choose a base SIation rig. setting up and operating elc .
Cot. No. 80 Price £1.80
CB Handy Manual of SSB. Complete guide 10 SSB
operating.
Cat.No. 81 Price £1.80
How to Make Walkle Talkies. A best seller. Circuits
for low power hand held and portable use for amateur and
CB bands.
Cat. No. 17 Price £1.65
OTHER CB BOOKS AVAILABLE SEND 30p (stamps
will do) for complete catalogue with details also of CB
cassette tape. T-Shirts. Trucker caps ad badges etc.
CASH/CHEQUE/PO's wIth ORDERS ONLY.

Payable to ZL COMMUNICATIONS.
Trade enquiries invited

ZL COMMUNICATIONS

Cantley. Nr. Norwich. Norfolk NR13 3RT. TEL: 049·370 821 (9 to 5.30 wv.ekdays)
Callers by appointment only

~
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IN 25 YEARS •••
WE'VE NEVER BEEN OUTDISTANCED.

antenna specialists brand CB antennas • • •
• Highest quality materials and workmanship • Meet highest performance standards - VSWR 1.5:1
or beller, all models • Same professional qualily materials, designs and workmanship found in A/S
police and professional antennas • Reference for all galn tigures - % wave ground plane

SUPER SCORPION

'SKINNY MINNIES"
•
Features

Features
•

ASC 550 . 556

Precision machine ground tapered whip has less air resistam and Im

pallern distortion due to whip bending. Hlghesl quallly 17-7 PH stainless sleel

can be bent lull circle and sllll snap back 10 perlect vertlcall
• True sialic ball tip for conllnuous dlsslpallon 01 wind sialic build up and

less nolsel
• FuIl60·tnch.radlalor surface for muimlm range. VSWR 1.5:1 or beller
from channels 1 10 40 wflhoul lunlng.
• Antenna Specialists' LEVE RlOK" quick release. Firm. pOSltiw8 electrical
and mechanical connectllln. Inslanl disconnect, with the twist of a Imr.
• Top grade sliver mica lransmltllng capacitor for consistently lower VSWR
under exlremes 01 humldlly and temperature.
• Stainless steel shock spring absorbs blows from branches and garage
doors.
• SlIwer-plated phosphorous bronze spring contacts. The superior high
frequency el/lciency of pure sliver. Plus spring contlcls assure poslllve
continuity lor years.
• Guaranteed sallsfaction wilh 5-year limited warranty PLUS lilellme coli
burnout warranly.

Specifications
Model
Whip
VSWR.
.
Cable
Connector
Mount
Tolal Height

M2000
Tapered 17-7 PH stainless steel. full 60" lenglh.
1.5:1 or beller. Channels 1 through 40.
RG-58U. 17' wllh In-Hne 11f2" dia.) miniature connector.
PL-259.
Trunk lid. no holn or roof mount 1%" hole].
65".

M2000

i

• Jet black "Skinny Minnie" IIbre glass whip. manufactured only by MS to
proressional standards for optimum reliabillly, long liIe.
• Solid brass connecllons Imbedded in bass, Can't break or shake loose.
• True % wave professional dnlgn lar best possible fibre glass performance.

Specifications
Model. . . . .
Whip ... ,
VSWR .. "
,
Cable
Conneclor
Mount
,
Total Height , ..

M·516
4' fibre glass, % wm.
l.5:i, all 40 channels,
23Y2' RG58U coaxial/in-line miniature conneclor.
PL·259.
Side body. potycarbonale/solid brass Inser!.
52".

ORIGINAL TELEPHONE TYPE
M.125
World's most copied CB antenna! Standard of the industry,
designed and constructed exactly like our lo·band police
antennas.
Features
• High-elficlency base load design. with waterproof loading coil and mount
for maximum reliability.
• 17-7PH stainless sleellllnesl grade available] taper ground for resiliency
and tow wind resistance. Bends lull circle wllhouttaklng a sel.
• Static ball lip far less naJse.
• Stainless steel shock spring minimizes damage from obstrucllnns.
• Ample 17' coax cabte with allached connector.
• Mounts securely and easily on any lIat melal surlm, Waterproof design.
Requires %" hole.

M-125

Specifications

CB5000
CB/AM/FM DISGUISE ANTENNA, Power rating 50w.IThe replacement for
Ihe M610).
Plus all the other popular models, MS264, M125, MR440, 'STARDUSTER
MAOO. MIGHT MAGNUM M22T ele.

Model.
Whip
YSWR
Cable
Connector
Maunt
Total Heighl

MR126
17-7 PH stainless steel. taper ground.
1.5:1 or beller. channets 1-40.
17' RG58U caulal.
PL·259.
o/e" hare mounL
47".

IFYOU WANTTHE BEST LOOK FORTHE 'STRIPES OF QUALITY'
Available from:
Mura Electronics, 79 Church Road, Hendon, London NW4. 01·203 5277/8
Hobby Communications, 111 West Wycombe Rd, High Wycombe, Bucks. 0494·447093
Wintjoy Limited, 103 High Street, Shepperton, Middx. 093-2248145
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Readers Write
Dear Sir,
We are always reading or hearing about
the Steering Committee, are they really
fighting for us, of course not for if they were
they would have everybodies support but
they haven't. Disband this so called committee and put people in there who know what
they are talking about, people who support
C.B. as it is known, not your so called Open
Channel rubbish. I would think that kids in a
junior school could think of a better name
than that. a.K. a small minority do not want
C.B. as it is known anyway, so therefore go
and take your RA.E. and go on two meters if
that is what you want.
The C.B.A. along with the committee want
a frequency totally different so therefore
they and their attitudes do nol belong in the

C.B. world.
If you wish to join any club in the fight for
C.B. as it is known even in France now, you
must join people that support you and not
those who pretend to. You might not like
some of the things that are said about
people like the U.B.A. but at least they are
fighting for what the majority of us want and
I think they are doing well. I must add
howeverourclub is not part of the U.B.A. but
we do believe in some of their ideas and I
personally do support them.
One of the biggest arguments is interference, but. with today's technology, this
can be overcome, and since radio control
aircraft have been given another frequency
what's the problem?
There is no point in having asystem that is
totally different from the rest of the world.
Whife our government is cutting back on
spending in most sections including, National Health, Housing, employment etc. etc.
there are others like the P.O. who are spending ridiculous amounts of money running
into thousands, tracking down a fewCB'ers.
So come on all you bureaucrats and people
in high places earning high wages, think
about what we the general public want, be
on our side for once and make a new year's
resolution 'Legalis~ CB Now' and that's a
big 10·4. We are not asking for you to give
us CB because it is already here, what we
want is to be able to use it without looking
over our shoulde(s all the time. Is that really
too much to ask for?
For this is CB Country.
73's for now.
MOONRAKER - WHISKEY 9

Dear CB Mag,
There is over 100 breakers in and around
Grimsby. We are all writing letters to Mrs.
Thatcher, Mr White law and our MP, Austin
Mitchel to arrive on the 27th Jan. and the
27th Feb. If nothing comes of it we will write
on the 27th of every month, for ever if necessary. We have been spreading the info
through truckers and anyonewe contact on
CB from other areas.
We have rung the CB clubs we have
numbers for, but that isn't many. I am sure
someone who works for a CB mag. knows
someone who owns a rig, will you please
ask them to spread it around.
This is Cobra One, on the run, I'm gone.
COBRA ONE
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Good Buddies,
I have been a breaker for nearly two
years, and at last it has happened. Like with
everything, familiarity breeds contempt. I
thought it would never happen to me.
Today, white driving along the A48 in the
Vale 01 Glamorgan, I glanced in my rear view
mirror and could see Iwas being pursued by
a 'Smokie' in an Escort Van. Not thinking
anything was wrong, I lifted off the old gas
pedal, to legal speed, and then all of a
sudden, there was flashing lights and sirens
- advertising.
Having pulled over, I got out of the car and
was confronted by 2 policemen. One spoke
to me, while one went 10 the nearside door,
opened it, and said, "What radio is in your
car?" I said nothing and the 'Smokie' said,
"This is a CB radio and it's illegal for it 10 be
installed in your car", but he did not check to
see if it was installed, i.e. connected. He
then cautioned me.
He then said he would have to confiscate
the CB, and I replied that the police have no
authority over CB radio, so he returned to
the police vehicle saying he was going to
call the Post Office.
lthen sat in mycar,waitingforthe Buzby's.
Afterabout15 mins. apolice mobile arrived,
and yet another 2 policemen.
I was approached by one of the new
arrivals who said that he was in the position
to act as a customs officer, and take the CB.
I said that if he would issue a receipt or an
official seizure form, I would hand over the
CB, as by this time, being outnumbered,
except for my wife. I was told I would have to
go to the local police station for such a
receipt. This I did, with one police vehicle at
my front, and one at my rear. When we
arrived at the bear cave we were surrounded
by police, and still trying to be awkward, I
refused to give them the CB, one of the
policemen said that he had the authority to
impound my car, until such a time when a
customs officer was available, which could
be up to a week (Sus law section 66).
Feeling that by this time there was little
else I could do, I handed over the CB.,
disconnecting the aerial and keying the
mike first.
We then entered the police stalion, and
were cautioned once again, and asked the
usual questions to which 1 said I had "No
Comment". Things now seemed to become
a little heated. The P.C. questioning me left
the room and returned with another P.C.
clutching some very familiar pieces of paper,
trying to assure me of their legal position.
One of the mobile police then asked me
when we were expecting to be made legal,
and saying that he was all for CB, though not
on 27 MHz. t left the police station less my
Stalker 9.
Please could you print this letter for other
breakers to learn from my experience, and
to show that even if you think you know your
rights, it doesn't always work in practice.
RED MAX (Br;dgend)
Dear CB Radio,
I have something interesting totell breakers
that have rigs that go down to low band,
which is 26 MHz. Some may already have
found out that you can OX (Skip talk) on this

quite easily by answering back.
The reason that you can D.X. on this band
is because it isn't a generally used frequency, so it's very silent all day long, like
27 MHz is at night, and the D.X. operators
on this band have high powered burners
that push out their signal and pull yours in.
I would like to stress that you do not need
a burneror a large expensive antenna to do
this type of DXing.
The same rig and mike but a lirestick % on
a whiskey base when home base.
nany dealers would like more information
on this or just a good copy, then give me a
break.
SADDLE TRAMP (Northampton)
Dear Ed,
I would be grateful if you could print this
letter in your Readers Write column. I am
not going to get involved in the Legalise 27
MHz, just legalisation is alii would like.
I have been an amateur radio enthusiast
but fancied something less 'stuffy'. C.B. for
me is what radio communication (personal)
is all about.
It's fun, it's useful and relaxing. I have
seen people writing into mags saying "CB
whilst driving is a dangerous preoccupation.
You cannot drive and talk",
How about radio Hams then, they have
been doing it for long enough. what is their
accident rate, does a Ham pay higher insurance, is he a bigger risk because he talks
and drives, I think not. As for all the kill-joys
who don't wish for CB, why for heavens
sake, if you do not want CB, don't buy one,
but also why spoil other peoples pastimes. I
do not want to smoke, but I do not slop my
wife from smoking. As a part time fireman in
our village I can see great benefits for a
good CB service. It can beof real use to the
community as a whole, but I must emphasize
only to those who wish to use its faCIlitIes.
Anyway I won't get tied up in a lot of CB talk,
although t can if needs, thanks for the
space.
10·10 Breaker Break.
THE WOLFMAN
P.S. One thing I would like to mention. A
cerlain individual who has been using my
handle in Northants has caused me an
awful amount of hardship. He knows who he
is and I would be pleased if he would refrain
from his foolish practices. He will bethesort
of persen who the Buzby boys will quote in
court, giving CB a bad name. Thanks
Thanks agam.
THE WOLFMAN
Dear Ed,
I am fairlv new to CB. I bought my 40
channel rig just before Christmas and have
used it many limes. I have taken you up on
the issue of writing to Mrs. Thatcher, Mr.
Whitelaw and my MP to ask for legalisation
of CB.
I work for a national break down service
and we use a R.T. which has saved life, so if
more people had CB I am sure a few more
lives could be saved.
Anyway must run, hope to catch you in
London at 1981 CB Show.
Breaker Break. Good Buddie.
STAR RIDER
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CITIZENS BAND EQUIPMENT SPECIALISTS

THE NORTH &MIDLANDS MAIN DISTRIBUTOR
CB RADIO ACCESSORIES HUNDREDS OF
BASE & MOBILE ANTENNAS, BURNERS, SWR, PRE-AMPS,
POWER SUPPLIES, SPLlTTERS, T. V.I., P.A.'s, ErG. ETG. ErG.

IMPORT-EXPORT WHOLESALE & RETAIL OIST.
ESTABLISHED OVER 40 YEARS, FRIENDL Y SERVICE AND FREE ADVICE.
SEND £1.50 inc. P&P FOR COMPLETE ILLUSTRATED CB MASTER CATALOGUE.
CONTINENTAL, JAPANESE & BRITISH MOTOR FACTORS

AUTO·ELECTRICAL & FUEL INJECTION SPECIALISTS

. -

SmITHSOnS(FWfl::sJlTD. ::i

UTTOXETER ROAD LONGTON STOKE-ON-TRENT Tel: (0782) 315123/4/5 & 311215

CB MASTER DEPT. Ex 19
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Readers Write
Dear Sirs,
On the subject of Breaking Channels I
would like to emphasize the following.
Channel 19 is used throughout the country
by mobiles to exchange 10-13's and 1033's. This is known nationally as the 'Diesel
Channel' or'Truckers Channel'. Inspite of its
name this is not a channel exclusively for
lorry drivers but is used by anyone who is
travelling, for obtaining up' to the minute
road reports, or it can also be used by
anyone who simply wants a copy.
There are however some towns where 19
is used as a breaking channel. This is O.K.
for small towns provided that they realise
that 19 is used nationally as the Diesel
Channel and provided that they do not
interlere with this.
As the number of breakers increase by
the day, lowns near the motorways, which
still use 19 have been experiencing difficulty
in making a copy due to the extensive use of
19 by mobiles, mostly lorries travelling on
the motorways. These towns have as a
consequence agreed to move to another
channel, (14 in most places) fortwo reasons:
So as not to interfere with the truckers
channel.
2) To increase their chances of making a
copy without being 'walked on' by the
truckers (or in some cases by hospital
bleepers).
Unfortunately this 'word of mouth' agreement has not been adhered to in places like
Northampton, Derby, Bradford and central
Manchester where breakers have been
shouting at mobiles to 'clear the breaking
channel'. This has given rise to an unfortunate clash between locals and out of town
breakers.
This problem must be solved now because
this clash or interests in certain areas is
beginning to overshadow our real fight,
which is the one to have CB Radio Legalised.
R. BOWEN.

n

Dear Sir,
I don't have a car or licence to drive but I
do believe in freedom 01 people when it
harms no one.
I have written to my P.M. about CB without
much effecl.lthinkCB should be European
not national. If a German goes to France
and uses CB he is breaking the law if he is
not a citizen of France. The CB law and
frequencies should be E.E.C. wide, governed
by E.E.C. regulations. I have written this to
the President 01 the E.E.C. but as yet I
haven't had a reply and do not really expect
to get one either.
Perhaps if all readers who believe in free
speech lead\ng to a better life should write
to get the CB Rules out of national hands
and into E.E.C. hands.
JOHN D. DILLON
France has legalised on 27 FM with a higher power Ihan
Germany. (although we have now heard that no licences
have been issued in France to dare). I doubt it a German
would have problems with the French authorities es his
tranceiver operates on.5 01 a wall Which is lower than the
French 2 wetts and therefore your example shoutd bfJ
reversed. le: a high powered French rig into Germany whare
the legal maximum /Jower Is low.

ED

Dear CB Radio,
I had a lovely weekend the other week.
Everything went wrong with the wheels, the
final stage tranny of the rig popped, and to
cap it alii broke down in light rain on my way
to the club. M.K.C.B.C. (Plug. Plug).
An'f\Nay hundreds of people passed me
as I tried to wave down some assistance,
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(rig knackered so I couldn't call anyone up),
when a motor pulled in and a bloke got out
tosee if hecould help. Hishandleis'Frisbee'
and he rushed me back to the club in time
for the meeting to start.
It goes to show that breakers are a helluva
breed when it comes to helping someone
so here's my thanks twenty-seven million
fold 10 'Frisbee' of M.K.C.B.C.

10-10.
KENWORTH KID
Dear Sir,
Busby busted me last March in the Gillinghame 20.1'11 give a brief run down. I went on
the side about 6 miles from my destination,
stayed at that place for about 20 minutes.
As I drove out low and behold Busby and 2
smokies in 2 patrol cars, each car had 3
whips. There wasn't any GPO's van to be
seen or I assume it was well out of sight or
Busby was riding shotgun with smokie.
I was given a choice by Busby to deal with
it there and then Le. give him the rig and all
relevant info. or go with smokie to the
station and wait for H.O. and Customs.
As I was working at the time I decided to
co-operate, not knowing at the time they
had no power to take the rig.
When I went to my club they had a whip
round and raised the whole £80 to pay the
fine.
All the power to your good buddies.
We're gonna back on down.
We're on the side.
We're gone bye bye.
ZODIAC, USA Croydon
J. FISHER
Dear CB Radio,
Here's a very simple but highly practical
idea for all CB base station buddies who
would like to feel truly secure in the knowledge that until CB is legal in the U.K., Buzby
will not be knocking on the door, even
though normal communication is in action.
This very cheap and easy-to-install 'clicking system' is based on similar methods
which were used during World War Two to
prevent enemy destruction of radio stations
which were sending vital coded messages
back home. This idea was used by myself
and several studenl colleages when we'd
ran a pop pirate radio station back in the
1960's. Basically, it prevents anyone with
direction finding gear from getting a narrow
'fix' on a radio transmitter. A broadly spread
signal can be detected, but it is usually so
wide that the signal can only be traced
down to within 3 miles or so, it is so scattered
as to give readings in all directions!
The procedure is very simple and is as
follows: The room, shed, loft, garage or out
house to be used fora base station must be
first cleared of all carpets, furniture anc
fittings leaving four bare walls and a window
area. Cover the ceiling, walls and floor with
overlapping strips of wide aluminium kitchen
foil, held in place with lengths of masking
tape. Ensure each sheet overlaps other
sheets by at teast 1 inch. Tape the edges
where they overlap. Ensure all walls, ceiling
floor and any alcoves are completely covered
with foil (except windows of course). Cover
the inside of the door, and connect the door
foH to the wall foil with a suitable length of
bared copper wire. Ensure the wire is long
enough to allow the door to open and close.
Next after checking every inch of bare wall,
ceiling and floor is covered, connect a length
of bare copper wire to floor foil and either
connect it 10 the nearest central heating

pipe or cold water pipe or run the wire
outside to an earth spike made from a 3100t
length of 1 inch copper tubing, driven into
wet ground.
Next, all carpets, furniture and fittings can
be replaced, being careful not to snag the
foil. Choose a table, desk orbench of suitable
size to hold the CBgear and site it near the
window. Arrange the gear neatly and run all
power/battery leads round the back to Iheir
respective supply points.
The final step is the antenna. For proper
efficient operation of this system, the antenna
must be installed within the room, approximately dead central. (A whip type is ideal,
especiatty if about 6 loot in length). This can
be suitably hung vertically from the ceiling
with cord and anchored with another cord
and some weight. The feeder (coax) is fitted
to the rig via an SWR meter, power applied
and the antenna adjusted to read minimum
SWR as usual. Everything is then ready and
complete.
The idea as described is being used by
quite a few basestation buddies in our area,
to great success, since we first started the
ball rolling. A technically minded friend of
ours tried to locate our 'Home 20' station
using similar direction finding gearto Buzby,
and he got a good signal of up to 10 miles
away, but so widely spread it was hard to
define the exact direction within an area of
about 3 miles square! The nearer the station
he got, the wider was the detecting area,
until at 1 mite away, he was picking us up at
all points of the compass! The principle of
the device is very simple. With the radio
gear and antenna being sited within what is
basically a Hardi-These shield (after the two
French pioneers), the normal OMNI-Direclional wave front transmitted from the an·
tenna is reflected and scattered 109 times
by the foil lining of the room, before emerging through the window area and into the air
outside, where its spread is greatly magnified due to it being released into free airspace. Radio energy thus scattered cannot
be traced to within an area less than (l
wavelength x 10) sq. km., which in the case
of a wavelength of 27 MHz is about 110
sq. km., which is really wide! In practice
however, this is a lot less but tests carried
out show that the narrowest directional
antenna can only locate such a set-up base
station to within about 3 miles!
In conclusion, we wish all base station
buddies lots of luck installing this device, so
until CB is legalised, you really will be
"Foiling" the fuzz!
10-10, all the best.
WANNOVER. TOOP-EYE
and ROUTE ELSIE

The British Breakers Mag.
IF YOU HAVE SOMETHING
TO SAY WHY NOT
WRITE TO US.
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OFFICE & SHOWROOM'

UNIT ONE,
REAR OF SIDNEY SMITHS
357 ASHLEY ROAD, PARKSTONE,
POOLE, DORSET.
TEL: 0202-733133
24 HR ANSAPHONE
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AGENTS REQUIRED IN ALL AREAS.

OPEN 6 DAYS. LATE NIGHT:
THURS & FRIDAY. SUN 2pm-5pm.
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Parliamentary
Review
A look at what is said about CB in the House of Commons
The slow methodical wheels of Parliament are turning,
inch by inch, we're leading towards a decision on
whether Britain will have Open Channel. The tension is
mounting and rumours are spreading, some say we will
have a definite decision within two weeks. I even heard
it reported that someone was given a CB licence form
instead of a TV licence form in a local post office, but
unfortunately most of these rumours are not based on
fact but mere heresay. There has, in fact, at the moment,
been no definite date of a decision or an announcement
made, so it leaves us only one alternative, sit back and
wait whilst our honorable, and right honorable friends in
the house churn their way ttlrough the pro's and con's,
the forms and petitions, the technical details and
opinions in their own proper and organised manner and
hope that all their deliberation is productive.
CPD

How many on 27MHz
Mr Wall (MP for Halton Price, Conservative) asked
the Secretary of State for the Home Department what is
his estimate of the number of citizens band radio sets
now in the United Kingdom operating on a 27 MHz
frequency.
Mr Raison (Secretary of State for the Home Department) I would refer my Hon.Friend to my reply to a
question by the Hon.Member for Broomsgrove and
Redditch (Mr Miller) on 18 December 1980.
(From issue 7)
Mr Raison told the HoC/se that 331 people had been
prosecuted for unlicensed installation, and/or use of 2 7
MHz radios during the first 9 months of this year. He
added that 325 were convicted and six acquitted. He
then said "I cannot give much regard to people who
complain about the fact of this disparity". Mr Raison
continued, "At present, use of 2 7 MHz is illegal. Wherever
you are you must not use it".

Where is 27 MHz legal?
Mr Wall asked the Secretary of State for the Home
Department if he will list the countries in which citizens
band radio is legal; and which frequency each country
allocates to citizens band radio.
Mr Raison: Citizens band radio is not aservicewhich
is required to be registered internationally with the
International Telecommunication Union. We are, however, aware from our consultations with other administrations that most countries in Western Europe authorise
some form of citizens band radio at frequencies around
27 MHz as do, inter alia, Australia, Canada, the United
States of America ana Japan. As far as we know, at
present only Australia and the United States of America
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have assigned frequencies forthis purpose in additional
bands: 476 MHz and eight paired frequencies at 462
and 467 MHz respectively. Both Northern America and
most countries in Western Europe have expressed an
intention to introduce an additional facility around 930
MHz in due course.

How much response to the Green
Paper
Mr Lambie (MP Central Ayrshire, Labour) asked the
Secretary of State for the Home Department what
representations he has received to the Government's
discussion paper on the future of citizens band radio:
and when he expects to bring forvvard proposals to
legalise citizens band radio.
Mr Raison: Representations have now been received
from about 30,000 individuals or organisations, 18,000
of these being represented by signatures on a single
petition. As to when a final decision will be announced,l
refer the Hon.Member to the reply my Right Hon.Friend
gave to a question by my Hon.Friend the Member for
Coventry, South-West (Mr Butcher) on 18 December.
(From issue 7)
Mr. Raison: answering for the Secretary of State
said: "Primary legislation would not be required to
introduce the service. Final decisions about the choice
of frequency and the introduction of the service will be
taken as soon as possible after the public response to
the discussion document has been analysed".

Prosecution Financial Sum?
Mr. Lambie asked the Solicitor-General for Scotland
if he is now prepared to issue guidance to procurators
fiscal on prosecutions involving citizens' band radio

users.
The Solicitor-General for Scotland: Neither the
Lord Advocate nor I have any intention of issuing
guidance to procurators fiscal on prosecutions involving
citizens' band radio users.

Public security safe at 900
Rev. Robert Bradford (MP for Belfast) asked the
Secretary of State for the Home Department what
account was taken of the interests of public security
when deciding, in principle, in favour of the introduction
of a personal short-range radio system in the United
Kingdom, as outlined in the Green Paper on Open
Channel.
Mr. Raison: The decision to favour in principle the
introduction of Open Channel radio was taken after
consideration of all the relevant factors affecting the
public interest.
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DEMAND THE "ORIGINAL"

SPECIAL QUOTES'
ON 27 TO 1000 Mt~Z
FIBERGlASS ANTENNAS

ANYWHERE IN THE WORLDI

'FirestiK'
ANTENNAS

NOW 'N SIX COLORSI

•
•
•
•
•
•

L

SILVER·GRAY
RED
WHITE
BLACK
SPUN GOLD
CLEAR

,

THE #1 HElICALLY WIRE WOUND AND MOST COPIED ANTENNA IN THE WORLD!

D

CB - 2 METER -MARINE TELE - LAND MOBILE TELE
"

,
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• TRUE HIGH dB GAIN ANTENNAS

• POWER RATED UP TO 1400 WAITS

• LOW ANGLE OF RADIATION

• RUGGED SHAITER·PROOF FIBERGLASS

• % and 3/, WAVE MODELS

• FACTORY PRE·TUNED

• LOW SWR PROVEN

• THE ULTIMATE PERFORMERS

~

I
I
I,

SERVING THE CB AND COMMUNICATIONS MARKET WITH 27·1000 MHZ EQUIPMENT SINCE 1962
'~IRESTlK' ANTENNA COMPANY. 2614 EAST ADAMS • PHOENIX, ARIZONA 85034 U,S,A.

DISTRIBUTED IN THE
UNITED KINGDOM BY:

--r-

y I.td,

WINTJO

103 HIGH STREET

SHEPPERTON

MIDDLESEX
TW17 9BL

i

TEL WALTON ON
THAMES
(09322) 48145

C:=:FQRMULA
~~
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~"~

(i) CAR & C.B. ACCESSORIES ~
DV 27
MS 264
K27

£ 7.95
£24.95
£11.95

MAG MOUNT
L1TILE FOOLER
ROOF AERIAL

£ 9.95
£14.95
£11.95

SPECIAL OFFER ... SWR METER ... £7.95 C.O.D.
PRICE LIST: PLEASE SEND S.A.E.
246 PAISLEY ROAD, RENFREW
ASKFORGORDON
041-8850330
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Vultures
on the
Side
Yellow Peril the true story Port 1 Bust 1 Currently Sentenced to 9 weeks Imprisonment.
Back in the dawn of time when CB
Radio Magazine was being hatched,
there were needless to say GB'ers. Not
vast numbers all over the country as
there is today, but small knots of hard
and fast, dedicated GB'ers convinced
that the crime they committed by talking
to one another was trivial.
One such area was Tunbridge Wells
where a young lady known as Yellow
Peril qualified as one of those dedicated
breakers. Today her story has been talked
about and passed from breaker to breaker
in a sort of GB'ers chinese whisper, so
much so that one hears of endearing
tales of bravery and exaggerated reports
of assault on members of our police
force that bear no resemblance to her
story.
Nowwith her impending imprisonment
in Holloway it is about time the facts of
her crime were reported in her own words.
JOH

The early days
Gast your mind back to the days when,
if you heard a breaker on channel it was
the highlight of the night and more often
than not one would drive towards each
other in a bid to keep the conversation
going. Well that's howGa was when I first
started. However by January many a
good evening was spent modulating with
other breakers in my area and we soon
became a select few that increased grad·
ually, each new breaker becoming a part
of a small Tunbridge Wells network.
At the time the law was not something
that GB'ers really knew nor considered,
each knew what they did was illegal and
that was about all. Of course there was
the odd score floating around tlf detector
vans and impending Home Office swoops,
but by the light of day they remained
merely rumours. Some CB users were
possibly put off from further use of 27
MHz by such rumours, some were so
paranoid that they would stay off the air
at the merest hint of a smokie.
Myself? Well I took it all with a pinch of
salt, I enjoyed CB and anyway who had
ever met or heard of a CB operator being
caught.
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My first encounter
Somehow I had formed this mental
picture of mobile vans stacked full of
radio equipment and grey shadowyfigures
pouring over radar scopes in a calculated
pincer movement, closing in on the unsuspecting CB'er.
Then flashing lights and black maria's
as the illegal radio operator is carted
away hand cuffed to a burly officer. Don't
ask why, I don't think I ever consciously
thought about it, but that would sound to
me like a feaSible way an illegal CB'er
would be caugt.lt.
Not so! For late one evening, and here I
had better introduce myself as a hair
dresser by trade, or should I say hair
stylist, I own Sweeny's, a salon in Tunbridge Wells that specialises in mens
hair. Known by most as Annette I also
answer to Yellow Peril or Ms.Box.
But back to Sweeny's, the reason for
the name dropping is that it was here that I
first encounted the 'Vultures' as this magazine delicately puts it. I often work late
and this particular evening I was cutting
a young man's hair, I guess it was around
eight thirty or aquarterto nine, when two
police officers walked in. This is not
unusual for me as quite a few of the lads
in blue often come for a hair cut.
Naturally I said 'Hi, 'wana hair cut?'.
The answer was polite but stern, "No",
the officer continued "We have a Post
Officer employee with us he is waiting
outside", here I had begun to expect
what was coming and said "Bit late to
deliver post, isn't it?"
The officer ignored my remark and
continued in a polite monotone "No, he
believes that you are in possession of,
and use a C - B", (this was said with a
slight pause as he referred to a clip
board). "He has reason to believe that
you have one of these radio's and he
wants to take it out of your vehicle".
As I have said, I do tend to take life as it
~omes and although the adrenalin had
risen, I replied "Okay when I have finished
cutting this blokes hair', as is my way I
shrugged off the slight feeling of impending doom and began to joke and laugh
with my customer. He was from New
Zealand and Australia had only recently

legalised 27 MHz. We joked quite loudly
of slow British democracy, stupid laws
that protected nothing and made it illegal
to talk to a fellow citizen on CB.
To a waiting police officer time drags
when one is indirectly being made to
look foolish and it soon became apparent
that one of the officers was quite aggitated. Now in a much sterner tone he
commanded that I leave my customers
hair unfinished and remove the radio
immediately.He was obviously in no mood
to argue the toss so I apologised to my
client and accompanied the officers to
my car, a bright yellow Porsche sporting
a Hy-gain electric retractable.

A desperate
transmission
Waiting outside was a burly Post Office
official showing no form of identification.
He spoke slowly and deliberately, as if
making his words sound more weighty "I
am now going to remove your transmitting equipment, open your vehicle please".
On impulse I took a sudden dislike to
what was happening and opening my
vehicle I jumped in and promptly locked
both doors from inside. Now secure inside, I grabbed the mike and for some
stupid reason, still unknown to me, I
actually started transmitting on one·four,
with the three of them looking on. Until
now I am sure that they had no evidence
as such to bring against me. However I
soon changed that as I demanded the
breakers clear the channel and informed
a base station of what was happening to
me and that the Buzby was in the area.
At this moment a hand came through
the window and began to grasp at me. In
my haste I had not noticed the partly
open window, so I began to wind it closed,
it was unfortunately a police officers
hand. Yes! The already aggitated one.
I signed off and being a martyr to the
end said something like "save the ship,
I'm going down now this is Yellow Peril,
Annette Box being busted". Then as calm
as you like I began to disconnect the rig, I
noticed the hand slowly extracted from
my closed window and saw the expression of rage etched on the owners face.
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But even that did not deter me as I
stuffed the microphone in the glove box
wrapped the loose wires round the rig,
jumped out and planted the CB transceiver
firmly in the Buzby's sticky little mitts.
"You're under arrest" the voice of authority, a much annoyed voice I might add,
accompanied a firm grip on my arm. I
remember thinking how hard I had closed
the window and marvelled at the officers
stamina as unflinchingly he held me even
as the Buzby demanded the microphone.
The officers grip still remained vice like
as I reached in and extracted the microphone. Still trembling with rage the officer
then began to force me towards the
police vehicle. I protested that full responsibility for my shop, its contents, my
dalmation dog and my customers still
unfinished hair cut, must be taken by the
officers and that I would not move or be
arrested until I was assured of this. The
other officer calmed his outraged partner
and I was allowed to finish my clients
hair, lock up the shop and take my dalmation with me to the station.
The journey to the station could make
a story in itself, my dog ran riot through
the vehicle which was a traffic control
type with bollards, beacons and road
lights stacked up inside. Most of which
were left unstacked by my dog along
with knocking off both officers hats and
licking their faces in a friendly doggie
type gesture which neither seemed to
appreciate.

A total farce
At the station the duty sergeant was
summoned and a detailed account of my
arrest and in particular, assault en the
arresting officer, was given. To which I
replied that I was in my private property
and it seemed to me that the grasping
hand intended to molest me. The sergeant
winced and dropped the charge before it
started. All three officers then looked at
the Post Office official, his name was
John Ridd and mumbled something about
called in his partner one John Garrick.
Now the realisation that no-one really
knew what they were doing began to
dawn on me as we waited for the other
GPO employee to arrive this second
employee appeared quite promptly and I
got a c~lallce to take a long look, he was
in comparison a small slight framed man
and was soon to be dubbed "Robin" with
the first Buzby standing alongside they
made a right pair and so came their
handles "Batman & Robin".
Now with our dynamic duo form'ed the
questions began "Are you aware that
you were using a radio transmitter contrary to the Wireless Telegraph Act 1949?"
I replied yes and then gave my name,
address and occupation. I declined to
say when, where and from whom I had
purchased my rig, along with denying
knowledge of the identity of some fifteen
handles that were quoted to me. At this
point Batman whipped out a note pad
and began to take notes, of what I know
not. But being me I said"You don't mind if
I take notes do you?"
This request was not taken or treated
seriously by them so I began to answer
with negatory, Ten one good buddy and
similar CB type phrases, all in the name
of a wind up! It was not long before both
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caped crusaders ran out of questions,
they looked at each other in frustration
and decided to give up.
I asked for, and was reluctantly given, a
receipt for my tranceiver, all it said was,
confiscated one CB radio tranceiver, a
date and a scrawled signature which was
illegible. All this was thrown literally (or
should I say iIIiterately) on a plain headed
scrap of paper.
That was it, full stoP. and I was told I
could now go.

Definitely 'Vultures on
the Side'
Rather ignominiously I was pointed in
the direction of the door, by now you
should realise that I arn not meek
mannered Miss push her around, so I
demanded that seeing as how I had been
whisked here they could jolly well take
me back to my shop.
Surprisingly enought Batman offered
me a 11ft, naturally I accepted and was
even more surprised when having jumped
into the Mini I spied a President Veep 40
channel CB tranceiver mounted on the
dash. My first question was obvious "Do
you use it to transmit?" The answer was
"No". However I picked up the microphone and· depressed the transmit key
and the needle moved! My second question was answered as I traced coax from
the rig to a mag mount on the rear floor
behind the seat. The carpet had been
pulled up and the antenna was sitting on

bare metal. I personally had no doubt
that the whole set up was capable of wall
to wall 27 M Hz transmissions. Checking
with the vehicle registration centre via a
friend I was informed that the Mini was
registered to the Post Office as a detection vehicle.

Annette Box: Sentence:
9 weeks imprisonment
Yellow Peril heard nothing of her
first offence until the summons for
her second CB bust arrived.
She was fined £200 for this first
CB offence. There was no charge of
assault brought.
She was then fined £400 (the maxi·
mum) for the second CB offence
and ordered to pay £40 court costs.
Total CB fines £600 + costs =
£640.
Ms Box paid £200, a sum she con·
siders to be fair and just, having
looked at other fines for CB. She has
now refused to pay the other £400
and as a result must serve 9 weeks
imprisonment in Holloway womens
prison.
Due to the backlogue of convicted
persons waiting to be admitted to HoJloway
Prison because of the recent strike by
Prison Officers, Yellow Peril aliasAnnette
Box, is still awaiting the pleasure, so
please, resist flooding the prison with
mail, yet.
Part two: the second bust next month.

Yellow Peril oUlslde the police Slotion.
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DXQSL
International
Club Spot
The Sandcastle QSL Swap Club of Washington, U.S.A.
Hi readers, Lima Ch.arlie 1 reporting yet again on OX
QSL clubs throughout the world. You may have missed
me last month but I thought it only fair to let the Delta
Tango Club provide you with their own information in,
we hope, an unbiased fashion.
Due to the increase in circulation this magazine now
has, many of you will not know of me so I had better
introduce myself.
Hello again, my name is Lez Carroll and i. am the
founder and President of th.e English Internatlonai OX
Club which was covered in full back in issue 4. The Club
was founded in 1979 and since then we have built up a
large membership and I have personally joined and tried
a vast number of other QSL clubs. Hence Ithink I qualify
as a reasonable judge of what a club should or shouldn't
do and as to whether it's worth joining or more import·
antly VFM (value for money).
Well down to business, we are still receiving good
QSL's from this country but please if you are having QSL
cards printed rememberto have your address put on the
card or at least stick of labels, otherwise other stations
will not know where to send you their QSL's and we
don't always check them before passing them on.

The Sandcastle Club
Well this month it's the first USA club and it's the
SANDCASTLE QSL SWAP CLUB, it is situated in Pacific
Beach Washington, West America, that's very close to
Mount SI. Helens which erupted recently and made the
news. The President of the club is called lan Shrader, his
family came from Scotland many years ago, and made
their home in the States, lan formed the club way back in
the sixties and is one of the leading QSL Swap Clubs in
the USA. The Sandcastle Club has a very good club
package lan has many QSL cards of his own which are
designed and made by the famous 'Sundown Custom
Cards' of Indiana, USA. My remarks on this club are
brief a fine club to be a member of and alii can say is it
must be another ten out ten for this club. There is not
much one can say when reviewing a really good club
and it's a shame they can't all be as good. Anyhow, keep
your letters coming, we do answer all letters but please
be patient as myself and the XYL get bogged down from
time to time, all the good numbers your way from Lima
Charlie 1 QRT on the side.

Sandcastle QSL Swap Club
DX QSL Star Rating

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
B
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

World Recognition

Distribution
aSL RE:sponse time
Club Stamp
Club aSL Cards
OX Unit Number
Wall Certificate

ID Card
Club Roster
Club Patch/Badge

OX Log Book

Club Accessories
Club Information

Tourist Information
Cassette Swap
Club Postage
Life Membership
Discount XYL
Membership
Value for Money
Overall Presentation

Total Star Rating

38

Fair
Yes
First 2nd
Class Class

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*

No

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*

Third
Rate

*

14
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A collection of standard design OSL cards,that
will be available from my selected agents from
1st February - ask to see my catalogue!
For the discerning Dxer, my Customised Cards, still
the tops; individually designed to illustrate
your handle.
73's Custom Charlie,
DEALER LIST
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DON'T BE A 10-1 TURKEY
COME TO
l

OUR CB CASH & CARRY

for all your CB requirements
etc, etc" at keenest prices,
Huge· range of accessories,
We also stock extension cordless and ansa-phones,

1I
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ST.,
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BRIOGNORTH,
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TH: 1074,621 2287

OPEN MON - SAT - 9 3.m. - 6 pm
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DELTA
ELECTRONICS
OPEN 6 DAYS -'/2 DAY SUNDAY

972 EASTERN AVENUE
NEWBURY PARK
ESSEX
01-5902240
SEND SAE FOR OUR PRICE LIST
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Come Back
the Breaker
Get legal copy on a fellow CBer in print.

Put the facts right
I would like to put the facts straight as
regards 'FIRESTREAKS' 10-33 as reported in your January issue on page
seven 'News Review'.
The Watford Evening News said "As it
turned out the CB orientated emergency
call was the first call received, coming
long before any other conventional method
could have as the motorway emergency
phones were out of order",
I don't dispute that CB is a quick and
efficient method of despatching an emergency call. However I know as a fact that
the emergency phones were not out of
order on that particular day. I actually
saw the accident and used an emergency
phone to report it!
Naturally the operator took the facts
and did not tell me whether the accident
had been previously reported by CB or
not. Personally I think the road side
phones on the M1 are above a reproach
and a very good means of summoning
assistance. However the M4 is perhaps
a different story, there CB should be
instigated at once.'
10-10, keep'em guessing?
SOMEWHERE UP NORTH

Having recovered from our heart seizure on hearing that the quantity lost
was only one thousand, we promptly
tried to phone the Breaker back, however Buzby had seen fit to adapt his
phone boxes to out going calls only.
Perhaps he need.s the money to help pay
for the cost of catching a CB'er!
Thank you Mad Mole, and there's some
complimentary tickets to the National
Ten Four Exhibition, a free subscription
and some stickers waiting for you.
10-' 0, Stay Clean.

ED

Postal Demo
Acknowledged
In our January issue we printed an
article designed to catch some of the
new year feeling and get our readers to
write to their MP and the Home Secretary asking for legal CB. At the same time
we suggested that a letter to the Iron
Lady at No. 10 would not go amiss and

would help to draw her attention to the
subject. The illegality of CB is for some a
good reason for not disclosing their identity in such a postal request. So whilst we
assured our readers that no system exists
to use your name and address, or pass it
on to any authority interested in stopping
the use of illegal 27 MHz equipment, we
did offer that those not wishing to believe
or those more cautious could write clo
CB Radio Magazine. Manyofyou accepted this offer and have written care of us,
as a result we have been receiving
acknowledgements of your letters. A
handful of which are reproduced of this
page.

The Medicman do you
copy?
Just like to say thanks for the compliment, your letter is now framed for all to
see.

10-10.
CAROLE

Thank you Mad Mole
It seems that this issue of our Come
back the Breaker spot is almost completely occupied by us, the magazine.
However there is a good reason. We
must offer our personal thanks to the
breaker who ran slapdap into a bundle of
February's issue of CB Radio. Perhaps I
should explain, just over a thousand
sheets of paper from our last month's
issue fell off the back of a lorry!
No, they weren't stolen, that was the
month before, 'January's' issue, but that's
another story.
The magazine was in transit a distance
of some two miles to our collators when a
separately wrapped bundle of sheets,
the overs that wouldn't fit on a palette,
decided to jump out of the truck and
adorn Northwick Park Hospital's grounds.
Within ten minutes of this mishap a
breaker phoned us and gave us a heart
attack telling us all the magazine was
blowing around Kenton. I don't know if
you have ever seen a thousand loose
bits of paper floating down a road, but
they do a remarkably convincing impersonation of sixty six thousand sheets.
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CHELSEA CB
CENTRE
73-77 BRITANNIA ROAD FULHAM LONDON SW6
OPEN 7.45 TILL 4.30
MONDAY TO FRIDAY
MAIL ORDER AVAILABLE

WE DO NOT SELL
NOR CAN WE SUPPLY
RIGS 'UNTIL LEGAL'

DISCOUNTS GIVEN
TO CLUB MEMBERS
WITH CLUB CARDS

a~'4'i\n'\" antennas D

01-731 0027

ASK FOR STEVE OR TONY
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

SPECIALISTS IN ALL
CB ACCESSORIES

CHELSEA CB CENTRE
UKDEALERS

A WIDE SELECTION OF:AERIALS, MOBILE & BASE, POWER SUPPLIES,
PRE·AMPS, BURNERS & SO ON.

Ackrington-Geartecks Ltd., 30·32 Bemleigh Road, Akrington, Lancs.

AVANTI SKINNY STICKS NOW IN STOCK
SPECIAL OFFER £9.50

*

*

ALL AVANTI NOW ON CLEARANCE PRICES

*

*

SPECIAL OFFER
HARADA MANUAL RETRACTABLES WITH
SPLITTER BOX £16

* COMING SOON *
DIRECT FROM THE U.S. of A "THE FABULOUS VSBI
UNIT" a voice compressor and signal expander, 'has to be
heard to be believed' (easily installed in any rig).
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0254 392 366
Bamstaple-Bamstaple CB Centre, 4 Barum Arcade, Beer Street,
Bamstaple.
0271 7891 J
Chessington-Chessinglon CB Centre, Oakcrusl Road, Chessington,
Surrey.
391-0088
Cwmbrain-Cwmbrain CB Centre, 10 Newton Wynd, Fairwater,

Cwmbrain, Gwent, Wales.
06333 5683
Gillingham-Tellywise Ltd, 17 Canterbury Street, Gillingham. Kent.

063452670
Glasgow-Brian A Pearson Ltd, 66 Moncur Street, Glasgow, Scotland.

041 5524348
Leathcrhead-Reproprint Leisure, 7a Gravel Hill, Leatherhead, Surrey

537 7850
London-Cliff Davies Cars, Goldhawk Road, London W4. 741 2817
Stanley-Perth & Fife CB Centre, Perth Road Garage, Sranley,

Perthshire.
New,jusr opened - Horley CB Centre.

073882291
0293474997
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CB Radio
ProjedOne
A DIY Antenna Checker

by F.e. Judd
This novel antenna checker IS not difficult to make and
is a valuable accessory for making sure that power is
actually present in an antenna. Power meters, most of
which are combined with a VSWR meter, will of course
indicate that power is going into an antenna but do not
necessarily prove that power is actually being radiated.
The CB Radio antenna checker will not only carry out
this latter function but also show that voltage and
current distribution on an antenna is correct which is
important to ensure efficient operation. Antenna checkers
of this nature are very popular with radio amateurs
although the design presented here is rather more
sophisticated than those generally used because it
provides both visual and audible indication.

Fig.1: TheoreTicol circulI of the antenna cne<ker.

How the circuit operates
The theoretical circuit is shown in Fig.1 and consists
basically of a diode RF rectifier and switching transistor
which turns on an IC555 audio oscillator. The latter
drives a small loudspeaker and a light emitting diode
(LED). When the probe of the checker is held near an
antenna that has power applied and is radiating the
loudspeaker gives a loud audible tone and the LED
becomes illuminated.
The circuit operafes as follows. Radiation picked up
by the probe rod is rectified by the diode (01) the output
from this being a small negative DC voltage which is
applied to the base of the PNP switching transistorTR1.
This transistor then conducts and supplies a 9 volt
positive potential (from the battery) to the IC555 which
functions as a low frequency oscillator. The output from
this IC is therefore a tone signal of about 1000Hz with
enough power to drive a small loudspeaker which
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COMPONENTS LIST

Antenna Checker

BOX

ASS plastic type. 120 x 65 x 4Qmm
RS Components type 508-920
CIRCUIT BOAP.r:>
Plain veroboard hole punched. 65 x 65mm
LOUDSPEAKER
Mini type 8 ohms 56mm diameter Bi·Pak
lype1916
LED
(red) Any standard type LED or AS Components type 586-475
TRANSISTOR ITRI) Type BC158
DIODE (01)
IN4148 Silicon diode or equivalent
IC555
Any standard 555 le plus a-pin DIL holder
RF CHOKE (RFC} Repanco type CH6 5 micro-henrys
CAPACITORS
C1. C3, C4
O.OlJ.(Fd. Polyester or SimIlar
C2
47pFd electrolytiC 12 volt working
C5
2.2"Fd
do.
RESISTORS (\8 or \~ Watt)
A'
12K
R2
680 ohms
4.7K
R3
R4, R5
68K
PROBE ROD
, OOmm long by 6mm diameter alumInium
rod
OTHER ITEMS
Batteryconnector and lead (for PP3 balleryj
RS Components type 488-034
4BA bolt 10mm long with nul and 4BA
soldering tag
Insulated wire for connections
NOTE:
All the above components should be readily
available from RadiO Component dealers.

makes the tone audible and which also causes the LED
visual indicator to illuminate.

Construction
The circuit board layout is shown in lig.2 but please
note that the actual components are on the opposite
side of the board. There is little by way of wiring and
those with experience of small "electronics" projects of
this nature should find little difficulty. Double check all
components and wiring before connections are finally
made to the loudspeaker, the LED and the batterywhen
assembly is completed.
The circuit board, the miniature loudspeaker and the
PP3 9 volt battery are finally housed in a small ASS
plastic box (see components list) for which drilling
details are given in fig.3. Note that the hole for fiXing the
probe rod is at the top of the box nearest to the LED. The
probe can be made from 6mm (V, inch) diameter aluminium rod and this is drilled and tapped at one end so as to
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I

~~_

I

r------------------~
Probe
rod

LED

'"
Ag.2: loyovr ond wiring of components on Veroboard circuit board. Nore
components ore on reverse side of boord.

screw onto the 4BA bolt which goes through the top of
the box. A solder tag under this and inside, provides for
connection to the circuit board.
The general assembly within the box is shown in fig.4.
The battery fits in at one end behind a cardboard
separator which is used to prevent the circuit board
from moving. The loudspeaker is secured in position
with adhesive (Evostick or similar) and the circuit board
is mounted above this. Be sure to place a piece of thin
cardboard between the underside of the circuit board
and the loudspeaker to prevent wiring touching the
loudspeaker body. Further details concerned with
assembly are illustrated in fig.5 which also shows the
battery plug connections. The photographs show other
aspects of construction.

Circuit
board

Loudspeaker

Thin cardboard
between circuit
board and loudspeaker
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of os.sembfy. Nore rhin cordboard spocer belWeen circuit board
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f1g.3: Derails for holes In box.
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Ag.4: Anoembty detoll Circuit boord Is obove loudspeaker.

continued over ...
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Project One
The Checker in use
The antenna checker is used with its probe rod fairly
close to an antenna being tested and which must of
course have power applied to it. The checker will
respond to· power levels as low as about 1 watt. Hold the
checker so that the probe rod is approximately 3 to 4
inches away from the antenna being testp~ as illustrated
in fig.6. When moved along to an RF vo:,age maximum
point the checker will emit a continuous tone and the
LED will also be illustrated. Voltage maximum points are
in different places according to the nature of the
antenna as shown in fig.7. For example, most typical
mobile CB antennas have only one voltage maximum

Voltage
maximum point
at top of
typical mobile
CB antenna
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flg.7: Volroge and current distribution of RF power In vorlous commonty used
anfennas. Large dots Indlcote points where me ontenno checker will respond.

(see fig. 7 )
LED illuminated

Loud tone

Fig.6: How me onrennQ checker Is operoted neor on ontenno (see texl).

and that is at the top of the antenna, whereas a halfwave dipole has two, one at each end. The large dots in
fig.7 indicate where the voltage maximum points are to
be found on different types of antenna. At current
maximum points the checker tone will cease and the
LED will be extinguished. This is quite normal because
on all antennas where the voltage is at maximum the
current will be minimum and vice versa.
Although the checker is battery driven it consumes no current whatsoever from the battery
unless it is actually operating. For this reason there
is no on/off switch although the battery should be
changed from time to time or if the voltage becomes
less than the rated 9 volts through continuous use.
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CB.

CB.

CB.
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BREAKERVVAV

SUPA

,

Accessories

/

Tel: (0562) Kidderminster 66224/742461

I

SUPADUCK FORCB-CBACCESSORIES
pre-amps, burners. SWR/Power Meters, electric,
disguised, firesticks, K40, crooksticks, stardusters,
skylabs, power mikes, powersupplies, ext. speakers
and suppression gear. All the r.B - CB GOODIES
IN STOCK.
Opening hours: Mon ~ Sat: 9.30- 7.30 p.m" Sun: 2 -6 p.m.

ShOp premises:
24, BASKERVILLE ROAD,
off UPTON ROAD, KIDDERMINSTER, WO ReS.

Showroom:G. TRUCKS
GREENHILL INDUSTRIAL ESTATE
BIRMINGHAM ROAD, KIDDERMINSTER, WORes.

BREAKERWAV
THE BEST IN WALES AND THE WEST
OPEN 10-7 MONDAYTOSATURDAY
OPEN TILL 9 p.m. ON FRIDAYS!

101 ALEXANDRA RD,
NEWPORT, GWENT.
CALL 0633 213332

Run By Breakers- For Breakers

SOUND
AROUND
CAR R.ADlO AND STEREOS
SUPPLIED, FITTED AND REPAIRED
CB ACCESSORY CENTRE
We stocl< a wide range of CB
equipment and accessories.
Come and tall< to our
experienced and helpful staff.
OPEN 2 - 8 pm Weekdays
1Oam-6pm Saturday

Croft Street,
Lecl<hampton,
Cheltenham. Glos.
CB Radio March 81

01-5755030
SOUND AROUND FOR
ALL YOU REQUIRE IN CB
OR IN CAR ENTERTAINMENT

CB ACCESSORIES
SOUND AROUND
114 RUISLIP ROAD
GREENFORD
MIDDLESEX
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INCREASE YOUR
'TALK POWER'

GREAT NEWS
FROM

SUSSEX
INCREASE YOUR 'TALK POWER' WITH
THE T & T ELECTRONICS 'PERSUADER'.

C.B. LTD.
WE HAVE ONE OF THE MOST COMPREHENSIVE CB
ACCESSORY STOCKS IN THE COUNTRY
Our range includes:
Plugs, Aerials, Power Supplies, SWR's, Burners,
Power Mikes, etc. etc.

SEE FOR YOURSELF
131 LONDON ROAD, EAST GRINSTEAD
or Telephone 21866

AND RECENTL Y OPENED
71 VICTORIA ROAD, HORLEY
Telephone 72419
DISCOUNT PRICES AND MAIL ORDER SERVICE.

By removing power wasting peaks from the speech
waveform and unwanted frequencies the average
'talk power' can be increased by up to THiRTY TWO
times, Le. a ten watt transmitter using the 'PER·
SUADER' will provide average 'talk powe( equal to a
320 Watt transmitter with normal modulation.
SIMPLE TO USE, simply connect between yourmicrophone and transmitter and switch into circuit when
the going gets tough. When switched off the microphone connects direct to the transmitter. FULI.Y
AUTOMATIC in operation, only one control to setthe
level which is indicated by two light emitting diodes.
SUITABLE FOR ALL STANDARD RIGS AND MICROPHONES IN CURRENT USE.
Fully filtered to provide maximum 'talk powe( in the
speech band of 300 to 3000 Hz.
Send 12p stamp for full details, or better still send
your cheque for the best value in 'taik powe( around.
Size: H:65 x W:90 x D:160mm
Price: £38.18
MAIL ORDER ACCESSORIES
Aerials, SWR Meters, Matching Units, Speech Processors, Power Suppliers, Microphones, Linear Amplifiers, etc. Let us quote you for your requirements.
AVAILABLE SHORTLY - The latest design in Mobile
and Fixed station aerials. Designed and approved by
F C Judd and manufactured by Wrenpro Systems.
ALSO, British designed TV interference Filters, both
Low-pass and High-pass types. 12pstamp(NOTSAE)
for details.
O,der with complete confidence (C.W.D. only please) from:

T.&T. ELECTRONICS
Green Hayes, Surlingham Lane, Rockland St. Mary,
Norwich, NR14 7HH. Telephone 05088 632

TEN FOUR
TELECOM LTD.

CB., OPEN CHANNEL + TELEPHONE EQUIPMENT
AND ACCESSORIES

* SHOP NOW OPEN *
AT
22, THE BROADWAY, MAIDSTONE, KENT.
TEL. D622 681719
OR D732 84660 Evenings

HUGE STOCKS OF ALL CB ACCESSORIES
DV27 £5.95, MAG MOUNTS £9.95,
SWR METERS £7.15, RETRACTABLES £13.75,
SILVER ROD £22.95, 25w BURNER £26.95.
(THESE PRICES ONLY WHEN YOU PRESENT THIS ADVERT)

ALSO:
Cordless Telephones, Auto Diallers, Ansaphone
etc. - SAE for full price list & catalogue.
Shop opens Tues - Sat 9.30am-5.30pm
RETAIL OUTLETS SOUGHT

10.4 THE BIGGEST IN THE
SOUTH EAST

PRICE INCLUSIVE OF VAT. & CARRIAGE.
Callers by appointment only
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ALDERSHOT
0252 • 318141
85 ASH HILL ROAD
ASH,
ALDERSHOT

NEW.
NEW.
NEW.

EVERYTHING CB
CB GEAR TO TEMPT yOU.
FREE CATALOGUE OF GOODIES.
LARGER SHOP.

!:r.

ENQUIRIES, ADVICE AND HELP
9 to 6 MONDAY TO SATURDAY

I~

f'?===========~ BREAKE R

1.9

SOLE UK IMPORTERS
FOR
VALOR EQUIPMENT
NOW AVAILABLE IN THE
UK, A RANGE OF QUALITY
ANTENNAS INCLUDING:

THE DIAL A MATCH, BLACK MAGIC,
ROAD HOG, HALF BREED, RANGE
FROM THE CADILLAC OF CB.
AT THE ARCADE
HITCHIN HERTS
HITCHIN 57826

or
RADLETT

6678

Valor
RETAIL AND TRADE

I.
I I
I II1

I'~I?~

1

;EPRESENTATIVES WANTED FOR SOUTH/MIDLANDS/NORTH ENGLAND/WALES/SCOTLAND IPI•••• writ. or phon.).
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Bedford
Demonstration
How not to make friends and influence people.
On Saturday 24th January, Breakers from the Bedfordshire area gave a perfect example of how not to
stage a demonstration. The demo was due to start at
1 o'clock at the Market Square in Bedford's town centre
and was, we were told, to take the form of a march.
When I arrived on the scene, 10 minutes early, a
convoy of cars were already circling the market square,
plastered with banners, headlights on and their horns
blaring above the bustle of the market traders and
week-end shoppers. Inevitably the shoppers and the
residents from around the square were not to keen on
the breakers disturbing their lunchtime peace, and
complaints were soon pouring into the local police
station. Within minutes a squad car, and two motorcycle
riders arrived and started breaking up the convoy, which
had already brought traffic to a standstill, funneling the
offending vehicles down the embankment words were
exchanged between the front runners and the police
officers. The police demanded immediate dispersal of
the vehicles.
However the breakers dispersed only to meet up
again at a nearby car park, where they proposed to
leave the cars and proceed on foot.
The police informed the would be protesters that they
could not hold a demonstration without the permission
of the area Chief Constable who would give them an
organised route and a motorcycle escort if necessary,
and whiist they were there they warned the driver of a
Bedford van that he had better change his rear tyres in
the near future because they were illegal. This caused
much alarm in the CB camp as the assumption that the
police were going to start busting people travelled
through the crowd. in the following discussion, the
police officers made it clear that they had given the van
driver some personal advice about his tyre situation and
that it had nothing to do with their demonstration
although they must insist on the gathering of some 100
breakers, being disbanded and organised properly at a
later date.

demonstration. It is necessary to hold demonstrations,
but organised and responsibly carried out so as not to
give a bad image of CB users.
Here are a few points to help you.
1) Arrange a ciub meeting to nominate an organiser.
2) Involve other local Breakers Clubs.
3) Decide what form of demonstration would be most
suitable.
4) Get permission from the Chief Constable and ask for
his help in pianning the route.
5) Ensure that your protesters act in an orderly and
sensible manner.
6) Notify the press, including us and ask for coverage.
Bearing these few points in mind wili help ensure that
your demonstration gets the message across and doesn't
tarnish the 'Good Buddie' image.
CPD

Did it achieve anything
From my brief visit to Bedford it was made clear to me
that CB is very popular in the area, the immediate
recognition of the signwritten van at several places
away from the demonstration soon made us feel at
home. Although at the moment the Bedford Breakers
(not a ciub) are having trouble with the police, who
reportedly have been ripping radio sets from offending
vehicles without the proper authority. The demonstration
has unfortunately, by its disorganisation, only served to
show the local press and public alike that CB'ers are
exactly what the authorities have been saying "trouble
makers", which I am sure was not the intention of the
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CALLING ALL C.B. ENTHUSIASTS
Wholesale prices direct to the public
FREE ADVICE TO ANY BREAKERS
DV27
MS 264's & 61 O's disguised
aerials ...........••...........•.
Hirshman (with Splitter)
PA Horns
SWR Meters ••....••..•..••.••....
Splitter Box
CB Receiver ••..•••.....••..•..•.•

COMPARE OUR PRICES
WITH OTHER RETAIL SHOPS

COMPLETE BEGINNERS KIT

E.~trQ sprciQI40 chant/et CB
disguised auial h"ilh splilftr bQx,
pQ/ch lead, SWR //lINe,., {lnd big
dUll/lilies guide /Q CB
£87.~O. mail Q,.de,. a'·ai{abte.

Hours of opening:
Monday-Saturday 10·6 p.m.
late night Thurs till 8 p.m.
Sunday 10·1 p.m.

Telephone:
Chelmsford 87698

Full Range
Firestik Antenna

FROM 1:55
Viceroys Midland, Sharp,
Ham 1nl. Major, Highgain
S'S, President, Adams. Fanon
Fanfairs. Formal 120'5.
Tirstar 747'5 Concordes

Z

o
:c
A.

...

W

HIRE SERVICE AVAILABLE

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
FOR OFFICES

Please 'phone for full details

WITH TECHNICAL PROBLEMS

£23.50
£17.50
£ 5.25
£ 6.99
£ 6.00
£ 9.25

Co--axial RG58U ••.•••.•••22p per metre
C~axial RGS
50p per metre
K40 Powermikes
£29.70
Turner Powermikes •..••..•.•..• £19.25
Cheap Powermikes from .•....•. I: 5.75
Extension Speakers
I: 4.50
Burners from •...•.•••..••..•••••• £23.00
Slide Mounts •..•..•••..••..•••.•• I: 3.75

Pre·amp .•..........••..•...•.••.• £14.95
Complete suppression kit
£11.95
PL259 .••..•.••......••..••.••••.•. I: 0.55
QUICK REPAIR SERVICE AVAILABLE
48 HOURS

Rigs always in stock

&iWr-------------,
JUST GIVE US A CALL

£ 4.50

CHELMER CB
ACCESSORIES
51 Broomfield Road, Chelmsford.
Telephone: Chelmsford 87698

COMPUTER PHONE
Calculator, alarm, re·dial, digital readoul
.....•...•••...............•....•. £134
FREEDOM PHONE
Various models •••••••••.••.•.•• £112
FLIP PHONES
£28.00
NOVELTY PHONES
FROM £28.00'
CONVf DECO PHONES .••••.• FROM £28.95
MEMORY PHONE 31 numbers, aulo dial
•••••••••.•.••.•.•••.••.•.••.•••.••••.•• FROM £55.00
Phone for our Free Demonstration in your own home or office

CHELMER
TELECOMMUNICATIONS

~

51 BROOMFIELD ROAD, CHELMSFORD 87698

BREAKER CLUBS
YOUR DESIGN ON SWEAT & TEE-SHIRTS
PATCHES & PIN-ON BADGES Y-NECK KNITWEAR

ATTENTION EAST ANGLIA

FREE QUOTES FROM:

COMMIV

JJffJ!M

10 SHORT HILL. LACE MARKET
HOTTINGHAAI

Tit!. (06021 &81306

CB Accessories

MARKETING

Free Art Service. Guaranteed Products
"WE 'YE ALREADY 'HANDLED' MANY C.B. CLUBS"

Base Station aerials installed.
STARDUSTERS, HALFWAYS, BEAMS, ROTORS,
HOLES AND F1TI'INGS FROM STOCK.

Talk to the experts.

GUILDFORD C.B.

Comprehensive stock of the latest accessories, legally
imported rigs, receivers. kits etc. Helpful advice and some
real bargains.
Steel disguise whip, 42". tapered whip with splitter box
.
similar to MS264
S,W.R. meter nice quality, yet only
.
Ja\l,ls Kit
, . , .. , . ,
,
,,
,
.

150 WATT LINEAR AMP HIGH/LOW

.

£15.90
£ 5.90
£59.99
£119.00

S.A.E. FOR PRICE LIST.
SELLING CB.? Wholesale list QvailableLOgenuineenquiries.

154 HIGH STREET
LAKENHEATH
SUFFOLK

THETFORD 860475

34, ALDERSHOT ROAD, GUILDFORD.
(STD) 0483 . 77550
CB Radio March 81
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BOURNEMOUTH AND POOlE BREAKERS. Visit our
new stop at Edgcumbe C.B. Randolph Road, Upper
Parkstone, Poole. Special oiler: K.40 Mikes £25.00
whilst stocks last (includes VAT.)
'Take a Break in Torquav'. Friendly waterside hotet,
rooms have showers, teasmald, colour T.V. Car Park.
From £8.00. Beacon Quay Hotel (0803) 22525.
Waveband 1.9. CB Radio Accessories. Open Feb 1st
1981. 6a, Back Tavistock Road, Jesmond, Newcaslle
upon Tyne. 10-4. 10-10.

00 you have your W.W. number? Send 1 (one) US Dollar
to: World Wide RadioGroup, P.O. Box 302, New Glasgow,
Nova Scotia, B2H 5E3, Canada.
Amazing Electronic Plans. Lazers, burning, culling rifle,
pistol light shows. An ultrasonic lorcefield weapOning,
satellte T.V. pyro vehicles, shock guns, surveylance lots
more. Catalogue 75p Plan Centre, SI. John Slree!.
Bridgnorth, Shropshire. March, April & May.
Motor Budget Centre. IDENMARK ASSOCIATES
LTD.), lor all your CB. We have a complete range al real
prices. SIarduster£25. Polecat £26. GP227 £25. Whiskey
£26. PL259's 6Op. Powermlkes lrom £9.50. P.A. Horns,
S.W.R.'s from £9.45. New Une every week directlrom
U.S.A. Open 7 days a week a\; No.1 Yattenden Road,
Horlev, Surrey, Te1102lf34) 71404·'473,
Bre.ker Break, Build vour own rig. Full circuit diagram and parts list lor a 27 MHz transceiver. All parts
available in U.K. Send £2.95 and a large S.A.E. to P.
Sherwood, 8 Aylestone Walk, Manche.ler, MiD
DNU, I'm gone.

Freebee CB all accessories. FreeliUing.lOIS 01 goodies to
eyeball. St. Austell, 822084 HiUview Currian Road,
Nanpean, SI. Austell, CornwelL
CB Transistors etc., Most Jap types or eQuivalents in
stock. Phone 0945 63281 or send lortist. Gaitan, Burdelt
Road, Wisbech, Cambs., PE13 2PS
Power Supplies, Computer type, lully stabilised with
overload protection, size is approx 12 by 4 inches. 250
volt Input with on/olf switch. Output current is 5 amps.
Type 1. 13.5v@5AMPSO.P.
£24.00
Type 2 I).Qv@ 5 Amps O.P.
£24.00
Type 3 13.5v plus 6.0v @ 5 Amps each
£30.00
Price includes post and VAT, "OM Services, 29 lawlord
Crescent, Yateley (0252) 871048 Camberley, Surrey.
CB Radio equipment large stocks 01 AVANTI antennas,
DV27s £3.90, linears up to 1 K direction, rotors, plugs,
connections, stardusters, spitfires, power supplies.
MIDLAND TELECOM L TO, 133 Fla.lev Road, Ste~
1iI0rd, Birmingham.

SOUTH DEVON CB CENTRE, All accessorlas available. MONTS TRANSPORT CAFE, Llverton. Phone:
Blcklngton 333.
SWR Meler £5.85, Disguise steel whip with splilter
{MS264 type), £13.99, 40 channel receiver £52. £1.00
postage per item. S.A.E. lor mail orderllst.4 SURE CB, 7
Penning. Avenue, Guildford.

re

'I ::".

re ;

r.1,

Eyeball Eyeball. Be known at a glance. With your handle
embossed on superb quality executive styled pin on
badge. Get Ihe best personalised C.B. Badge. Available
today. Only £1.00 each- Posl Free (Wholesale lorcrubs)
Enterprise Producls, 97 Kenmoor Way, Chapel Park,
Newcasl!e-upon-Tyne, NE5 1UB. Strictly conlidenlial:
Mail order only.
PRACTICAL CB RADIO SERVICING - a new book every
CB operator has been waillno lor. All you need to know
about repairing & servicing CB Radioequipment (Cat No.
107) £3.50 including p& p Irom ZL Communication.,
CanUey, nr. Norwich, Norlolk NR13 3RT. (04lf370
8211
DONCASTER & DISTRICT C.B. ACCESSORIES. We
carry one 01 the largest slocks In the area at realistic
prices e.g. DV27· £10· Twin Truckers Ears complete·
£28.50. All equipment guaranteed at ou r two branches at
WEEKEND D.I.Y. MOTORIST, UnIt, Thorne Rd,
Stalnforth. off M18 Junc e, Tel Donca.ter84182lf/
841001 a 12·13 Main View Edllngton off AiM
JuncUon A530, Tel, Rotherham 8e37lf2, This Maga·
zine available Irom both shops. Open Monday-salurday
9am 10 6pm. Stainlorth shop open Sunday 10am to
12.30pm.

HEAT SEALED CLUB CARDS
HAVE V:lUR CLUB CARDS SEALED IN
TRANSPARENT PLASTIC, UNBREAKABLE, WATERPROOF,SMART&LONG
LASTING.
10p each (quantitv discount availablel

SOUTH DEVON CB CENTRE, Allaccessories8vallable.
MONTS TRANSPORT CAFE, Liverton, Telephon.
Blcklngton 333.

WEST MIDLAND CB. New shop now open, 14' Off·
more Road, Kidderminster, No gimmicks just realistic
lair prices.
CB Acce..orie•• Antennas, DV27, DX27, K27, T27,
M264, M61 0, Mag Mounts, Base Loaders, Centre Loaders
Electric Sliders, Manual Sliders, TVl, Splilters. Matchers,
SWR Linear Power Amps, Base Antenna, Power Supply
Conveners, Monllors. P.A. Horns, Hump Mounl. Extension
Speakers, Books & Mags. CaK AUTO REPAIRS LTD.,
Pipe" Garage, A.hcott, Nr. Brldgewater. Phone:
A.hcott 210214,

2,/." Round badge. made with your handle on lor 65p
including postage. larger quanlilies available for clubs,
shops, companies etc., at competitive rates. To order
handle badges, or lor mote details of our badges and
olher publicity prOducts, contact Peartree Publlcltv,
45, Chatham Street, Derby, DE3 8TH. Full colOur brochure
available lor 30p, including postage. Stock CB badges
also availabte, lor Traders.

MOBILE TELECOM SYSTEMS, se The Pavement, SI.
Ives, Hunlingdon.(0480) 67252. Try ua for all yourCB
requirement ••

SEND YOUR
CLUB CARDS
a POSTAL
ORDERS
c/o THIS MAG.
10 DAYS DELIVERY

RIGS FOR SALE. Full range of rigs in stock, 40 channel
basic 10 full base station. Fully legal. duty and VAT paid.
Telephone 09328 62556. Ask for Steve, SRU Aulo.,
22D Chert.ey Road, Addlutone, Surrey.
THE HOW ABOUT YA DISCO, 25th 01 February at the
Sundown, Charing Cross Road, opposite centre point.
Tickets £2.00 in advance from Delta Eleclronlc., SSlC>
2240 or obtainable on the night. (bullet & CB stalls).

re .•"

Wear yourClub Name, or your "Hand I.". EMBROI·
DERED BADGES. Any colour, script or blOCk lettering,
any colour background. 4" x 2", (lellering only, no design
work - unless 200 or over). Draw your badge, and post
immedIately to: Q, TAYLOR, 'The Mere', Mill Lane,
Barton-undel"'Needwood,Staffs. EncloseyOurcheque
(payable G. Taylor) lor £2. Allow 10 days. All badges are
hand embroidered.
The Printer. of CB Radio Magazine - STEPHENS
PRESS - OFFER YOU a po.tal .ervlce for your
per.onaU.ed Q,S.L. CARDS by mall. Send for price
tisVorderlorm. STEPHENS PRESS, 10 Mason. Avenue
H.,row, Middx. (Minimum order £39, inc. VAT & pap).

re ,
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTS

11.

10 PENCE PER WORD NO MINIMUM OR MAXIMUM
Your name & address must accompany advertisement
and is not confidential
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No. of Inserts

Fee £

PAYMENT BY CHEQUE OR P.O. TO: CB RADIO
Tudor Worke, e ••con_fleld Rd., H_ye., Middx.
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CBACCESSORIES
TRADE SUPPLIES
STOCKISTS & DISTRIBUTORS
FOR
LOTHER ALBRECHT EUROPE
ANTENNA SPECIALISTS ELECTRONIKA SIRTEL
CB MASTER, HI GAIN, CALETTI, BREMI, TURNER.

WE STOCK THE WIDEST SELECTION OF EQUIPMENT
IN THE UK
MORE THAN 500 STOCK ITEMS WAITING FOR YOU

AT CASH & CARRY PRICES
THE LOWEST UK CB PRICES - DROP IN NOW
AND SATISFY YOUR CUSTOMER WITH
REALISTIC PRICES

TAKE A TRIP TO

CUSTOM EQU/PE
THE BEST EQUIPMENT AT THE BEST PRICES
ALL THE TOP NAMES IN COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT AT
THE LOWEST OF PRICES EVER
Normal
DV27 MOBILE ANTENNA
DX27 MOBILE ANTENNA
MAGNETIC MOUNT ANTENNA
ANTENNA SPECIAL/ST DISGUISE M$264
ANTENNA $PECfALfST DISGUISE M610
ANTENNA SPECIAL/ST 5 YEAR
GUARANTEE SCORPION
AVANTI MOONRAKER MOBILE
ANTENNA AV261
AVANTI MOONRAKER MAGNETIC
MOUNT AV261M
ANTENNA PLUGS PL259
DOUBLE FEMALE PLUG PL258
CHARLfE

5.50

10.95
6.50
1995

24.95

Special

3.95
6.95

6.50
17.95
19.95

29.95

29.95

35.95

34.95

41.95

39.95

0.35
0.35

0.35
0.35

, 7.45

17.45

ALSO SPECIAL OFFERS

131 FOUNTAIN BRIDGE, EDINBURGH EH3 9QG
TEL 031 2298830

OMTECH LTD

MAIL ORDER & FAST DISPATCH THROUGHOUT U.K.
- NEED WE SA Y MORE-

CUSTOM EQUIPE

131 FOUNTAIN BRIDGE
EDINBURGH EH3 9QG
TEL: 0312298830

RADIO

CBACCESSORIES

CB ONE IN EDINBURGH
THE CAPITAL CITY CB SHOP WITH THE LARGEST
SELECTION OF CB EQUIPMENT IN THE U.K.
- NO NEED TO LOOK ELSEWHERE-

STOCKISTS & DISTRIBUTORS
FOR ALL THE LEADING NAMES
IN QUALITY ACCESSORIES
RETAIL & TRADE

NORMAL

SUPPLIED FROM OUR WIDE RANGE OF EQUIPMENT AT
LOW LOW PRICES

Normal
BASE STATION MIKE HAM MASTER 4200
PA HORNS
25 WATT AMPLIFIER
POWER SUPPLIES 3AMP • 5AMP SURGE
HIGH GAIN BASE ANTENNA SILVER ROD
CALETTI WHISKY BASE ANTENNA
HIGH GAIN 3 ELEMENT BEAM ANTENNA
CORDLESS TELEPHONE COMPLETE
TITAN BASE AMPLIFIER 500 WATT
TORNADO BASE AMPLIFIER 1000 WATT

Special

24.95
4.75

19.95
4.45

22.95

19.95

13.25
22.75

12.95

21.25
39.95
115.00

195.00
395.00

12 COURT VIEW MOUNT HAVELOCH
DOUGLAS I.O.M.
TEL 0624 28847

OMTECH
I.O.M. LTD.

22.45
19.95

39.95

MOBILE POWER MIKE DM307
DUMMY LOAD 5 WA TT
PA JACK, EXT. SPEAKER JACK
COAX CABLE RG58 PER METRE
COAX CABLE RG8 PER METRE
SPUTTER BOXES
SWR METER
NFS 1000 NOISE FIL TER KIT
QUICK RELEASE SUDEMOUNTS
TVI FIL TER

SPECIAL

6.45

6.45

0.95
0.20
0.20
0.50

0.95
0.15
0.20
0.50

4.95
7.25
9.25

4.95
6.95
7.95
3.95
2.95

4.50
3.50

115.00
195.00

395.00

CALL

CHARLIE BRAVO ONE
NOW
FOR ALL YOU NEED TO GET ON CHANNEL

CB 1

129 FOUNTAIN BRIDGE
EDINBURGH EH3 gQG
TELEPHONE 031 2298202

